Japan and other countries of the Pacific Rim are Alaska's largest trading partners. This guide was designed to prepare Alaskan secondary students to understand past, present, and potential linkages between their state the Pacific region. The resource could be used by educators from other parts of the United States who teach about issues concerning these geographic areas. The guide is divided into four sections: geography, history, culture, and economics/international trade. Each section contains student handouts and several lessons. Each lesson in the guide contains eight sections: lesson overview, recommended time, objectives, materials, procedure, "into the community" (an enrichment ability involving community members), evaluation, and enrichment ideas and assignments. (DB)
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FROM THE AUTHORS

Japan and the Pacific Rim are of vital importance to Alaska today. This guide reflects our belief that the youth of Alaska must be prepared for Alaska's existing and coming roles in the international sphere. Japan is Alaska's largest trading partner--by a wide margin. This, along with a number of other factors, makes this publication highly desirable for preparing students to understand our past, present, and potential linkages.

Alaska was the first of the states to recognize the importance of Japan by establishing an office of international trade in Tokyo in 1964. Today, nearly forty states have followed in this path--but Alaska was first. We have also led the nation into Taiwan. A third Alaskan office is now located in South Korea. International trade, tourism, fishing, cultural exchanges, educational exchanges, and many other activities have followed. All of these have benefitted Alaska and Alaskans.

Curriculum today isn't created and stuck into neat boxes as easily as in the past. This guide has been created to be interdisciplinary in nature, reflecting the strong philosophical stance of the authors. It systematically includes development of reading, writing, speaking, listening, research, computation, mapping, graphing, economics, geography, history, cultural understanding, and other areas. While the Table of Contents might be easily used by educators in one curriculum area, this guide can easily be rearranged into other sequences more appropriate to the individual teacher. We encourage you to organize this manual in the manner that suits your style and content area of teaching. The three ring notebook format of this guide will assist you in reorganizing the material.

We encourage you to add your own ideas and lessons to this notebook. This guide was intended to provide a variety of teaching strategies. As any good teacher does--please add new material to the guide. If possible, we also ask that you forward your ideas to us at the Alaska Center for International Business or the Learning Trends Institute. We hope to compile these on a regular basis and send out supplements to this guide. To receive the supplements and mailings related to this subject matter please, send the sheet at the back of this guide to the Alaska Center for International Business.
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This teacher's resource guide has been prepared to suit the needs of the busy classroom teacher. To expedite this, each lesson in the guide contains eight different easy-to-use sections. This format allows for maximum information in a minimum amount of space. Each of the sections and their purpose is provided below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lesson Overview:</strong></td>
<td>This section provides a short overview of the content and the learning context for the lesson.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Recommended Time:</strong></td>
<td>The approximate time for teaching the lesson in class periods or minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Objectives:</strong></td>
<td>A listing of the primary student learning objectives for the lesson.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Materials:</strong></td>
<td>Teaching resources that will be used in conducting the lesson in class.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Procedure:</strong></td>
<td>A step by step process for conducting the lesson. However, the teacher may want to vary the suggested processes, in some cases, to meet individual student needs or to draw upon local resources which might be available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Into the Community</strong></td>
<td>Designed to have students participating in their community or drawing upon community resources and bringing them into the classroom.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evaluation:</strong></td>
<td>Suggestions for monitoring student attainment of the lesson objectives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Enrichment Ideas and Assignments</strong></td>
<td>Selected teaching strategies for supplementing and/or expanding upon the classroom lesson. These usually require work outside of the classroom and extended time for work.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Alaska and Japan Journal is an integral component of this classroom unit. It will serve as an on-going record of the unit for students and will provide you with an important tool for evaluating student understanding. Research indicates that students retain content better, by about 30%, when they write or use the material verbally. Thus, this journal will help students to learn better about Alaska and Japan.

Steps for using the Journal are easy to implement and listed below:

- Reproduce the cover and inside page for the Journal. Bright colored paper with a heavier grade is suggested for durability.
- Add pages for the students to write on and have the Journal stapled together.
- Introduce the Journal to students and remind them to follow the directions provided on the inside cover.
- Students should write in their Journal daily. Entries should be reflective, evaluative, questioning, reactive, and should show that the student has been thinking critically.
- The teacher should periodically review the Journals and write comments, answers, questions, and reflections back to the students in the Journal.
- The Journal is a private communication between the student and the teacher. A student's Journal should never be shared with others without the permission of the student.
- Specific suggestions for writing in the Journal are included with lessons in this guide.
Student Directions: This is your individual Alaska/Japan Journal. Over the course of this unit you will use the Journal to record your reflections, comments, questions, and evaluative comments. It is your job to show me that you are thinking about the issues presented during this unit. I will be responding back to you in this Journal at various times in the coming days. Please use your best thinking when recording your entries.

This Journal will be a valuable record of the course for you and it will provide me with information to see how well you understand the material. Remember, I don't want just notes. I want your reactions. Finally, your journal is private unless you share it with someone else. Otherwise only you and I will be reading it. Good luck and please see me if you have questions about your journal.
Japan is situated on the Northwest edge of the Pacific Basin. The archipelago, situated at between 30 and 45 degrees north, is composed of nearly 4,000 islands. The population is primarily located on four main islands: Hokkaido, Honshu, Shikoku, and Kyushu. As an island nation, the sea has always been of extreme importance. Protected by the Pacific, situated on the east, and the Sea of Japan and the East China Sea, situated on the west, Japan has long used these waters to its advantage. Advantages presented by the seas include: a natural protection from other nations; the bounty of foods from the seas; and, a transportation link to the world beyond their borders.

Like the United Kingdom, Japan has had the sea to serve as an insulation from outside traders, invaders, and persuaders, like missionaries. The earliest contact with European cultures came with the arrival of the Portuguese in 1543 who introduced firearms to the islands. Less than one hundred years later, fear of the negative effects of foreign influence, prompted the Japanese to slam the door in the face of outside interest. Other than ten Chinese and one Dutch ship permitted in per year, the door remained closed for over two hundred years as the sea cushioned the nation against interference from the rest of the world.

Long important to the Japanese has been the harvest of foods reaped from the seas. Fish has been the primary source of protein for the people of Japan and their fishing fleets operate worldwide, including in the bountiful fishing waters around Alaska. Their fishing harvest annually is the largest in the world. In addition, in waters near Japan, shell fish, squid, sea weed, and other food products are harvested. The seas have also provided plan foods which are used as staples in the Japanese diet.

For centuries, without air or land bridges to the rest of the world, Japan has depended upon the sea to serve as its vital link to other
countries. About 20,000 years ago, Japan was connected by a land bridge to Asia, but when that disappeared, contact with the outside was limited by the available technology. With the advent of ship building, the world became the porch of Japan, providing access to ports around the globe. This situation continues to exist today.

Within the islands of Japan rest many mountains which render the land unusable for agricultural purposes. More than 75% of the land in the nation is unsuitable for farming and settlement. The nation also lacks significant amounts of important natural resources, requiring that other suppliers for over ninety percent of these resources be sought. Fortunately, Japan's coastline is punctuated with excellent sites for establishing ports, facilitating the import of needs materials.

Approximately twenty-five percent of the land in Japan consists of plains and basins. Much of this land is suitable for agricultural purposes, with Japan achieving self-sufficiency in the production of rice, its most important product. However, urban areas such as Tokyo and Osaka, have devoured major sections of the usable land to accommodate the needs of the people. Approximately 1/3 of Japan's 126 million people live in the land area between these two cities, thus creating a Japanese megalopolis of immense proportions.

Japan's large population places it as the seventh most populous nations in the world. The population of Japan is ethnically homogeneous. Over 99% of the people are Japanese with Caucasian and Koreans making up less than 1/2% each. The Japanese are physically similar to other peoples of East Asia with dark black hair and skin about the same color as that of Alaska Natives.

The total land area of Japan is only 143,574 square miles or less than one-third the size of Alaska. Crushed into this space is Japan's huge population, amounting to about half of the population of the entire United States. This means that there are nearly 900 persons for every square mile the nation has---even though people don't live on about three-fourths of the land.

Japan's climate varies greatly, from sub-arctic to sub-tropic, over the length of the archipelago because of factors including latitude, elevation, and sea currents. In the north, on Hokkaido, the winters are cold and the summers are cool. Sapporo, the major city on Hokkaido, has even hosted the 1964 Winter Olympics.
In contrast, on the southern islands, winters are mild and summers are hot. This means that, in January, while flowers bloom on Kyushu, northern areas are buried under six or more feet of snow.

Japan is situated on the "Ring of Fire". This means that the rumbles and tumbles with earthquakes and volcanic activity occurs as in much the same manner as much of Alaska. Ten percent of the world's active volcanos are found in Japan. Even Mt. Fuji, Japan's highest mountain (12,388 feet), is a dormant volcano. Earthquakes frequently rock the nation with great physical and personal damage. In 1923 over 130,000 people were killed when the cities of Tokyo and Yokohama were destroyed by a violent earthquake. This would be equal to one-fourth of the entire population of Alaska.
DIRECTIONS: Label this map with all major bodies of water and countries.

NAME ___________________________ DATE ___________________________
Alaska is situated at the northern pinnacle of the Pacific Rim between 52 degrees north and 71 degrees north. The 49th state is positioned the furthermost north, east, and west of any state in the United States and has a coastline of more than 33,000 miles. The state extends 2,400 miles east to west and 1,420 miles north to south and has a land area of 570,833 square miles, making it the largest of the fifth states and four times larger than Japan. Alaska is edged by water on three sides, to the north, west and south, and shares an extended 1,500 mile border with Canada to the east. Alaska’s second nearest neighbor is the Soviet Union, separated by a scant two miles and one full day (due to the International Date Line) between the islands of Little and Big Diomede.

Alaska’s position on the earth affords it special opportunities of which Alaskans have taken advantage. The remoteness of the area provided protection and isolation for Native Alaskan peoples for centuries, allowing them to develop their own unique cultures in this often rugged and unforgiving environment. More recently, with the advent of modern technology, this same location has provided Alaskans with new opportunities. Primary among these is Alaska’s situation as an air crossroads for much of the Northern Hemisphere. About one and one-half million passengers annually arrive at the Anchorage International Airport, most going to or from Japan. About ten international airlines fly through Alaska on a regular basis. Hundreds of tons of international cargo are processed through Alaska each year.

In addition, the location of the state has provided the ability to market the state’s abundant resources to Japan, Korea, and other nations in the Northern Hemisphere. Due to Alaska’s strategic position, the state serves as the home for strategic Air Force and Army installations. These bases provide for quick military response to sites in the Northern Hemisphere.

Unlike Japan, Alaska is rich in natural resources. Among the resources found in abundance in the state are oil and natural gas, timber, fishing, coal, gold, and other minerals. Whereas Japan is a
highly industrialized society, Alaska is highly dependent on the development of its resources and without significant manufacturing.

Alaska is divided into six basic regions: Southeast Region; Copper River Region; Cook Inlet (or South Central) Region; Interior Region; Arctic Region; and, Aleutian Island Region. Climate in Alaska varies greatly due to location of mountain ranges, the proximity to the ocean, the latitude of the various regions, and the effect of the Kuroshio Current (Japanese Current which is also known as the Black Stream due to its deep blue color). This current brings up the warm waters from Honshu, off the east coast of Japan. Extremes of Alaskan temperature have ranged from near 100 degrees Fahrenheit in summer in central Alaska to frigid temperatures of more than 80 degrees Fahrenheit below zero in the deep of winter.

The vastness of Alaska is occupied by only one-half a million people. This represents less than one person per square mile. Thus the state, with four times the land area of Japan, has a scant 1/250th the population. Nearly one half of Alaska's population resides in Anchorage, the state's largest city, with other major population centers including Fairbanks, Sitka, and Juneau (the state's capital).

Like Japan, Alaska shares a position on the "Ring of Fire". Alaskans are accustomed to both volcanic and earthquake activity which reminds them of the geologic newness of their state. From the earthquakes, great ocean waves called tsunamis are sometimes created. These tsunamis travel at tremendous speeds across the Pacific and can cause great damage when they strike the shores of locations as distant as the West Coast of the U.S., Japan, and even South America. The 1964 Alaskan earthquake, one of the greatest quakes to ever hit North America, sent created tsunamis which wiped out coastal villages. In contrast to the 1923 earthquake which
Alaska and Japan: Geographic Basics

Lesson Overview: This lesson has students examining basic information about Alaska, the United States, and Japan. Population, population density, locations, land area, and other information is discussed to help students understand the similarities and differences existing between the three.

Recommended Time: One class period

Objectives: Upon completion of this lesson the student will:

1. Compare and contrast various features and information between Alaska, Japan, and the Pacific Rim.

2. Use resources to locate information and interpret the information.

3. Develop and interpret graphs to show comparisons.

Materials: Resource materials including encyclopedias, almanacs, and other library reference materials.

Procedure:

1. Explain to students that to better understand Alaska and Japan that it helps to examine basic information about the two areas. To gain this information students will be involved in an information scavenger hunt to occur in the library, classroom, or as a homework assignment.

2. Pair students up with a working partner. Inform the class that these teams will be working together on an information scavenger hunt and distribute the worksheet for this lesson.
3. Have students conduct their work.

4. Discuss the results of the students research and findings. Ask students the following questions:

   A. How did Alaska, Japan, and the United States compare in each of the following:

   - land area
   - population
   - location
   - climate
   - population density
   - literacy
   - life expectancy for men and women
   - population growth rates
   - per capita income

   B. Did some of the data vary? Why?

   C. Which areas of the research showed the greatest contrast? The greatest similarities?

5. Have students graph selected data and use a variety of graph styles. The work should be developed for display around the classroom upon completion. Use of color and/or computers is to be encouraged for the development of the graphs.

**Evaluation:** Have students record the areas of contrast and comparison that surprised them the most. Have them write about how some of these characteristics affect how people view life.
Alaska, Japan, and the United States
A Geographic Scavenger Hunt

Student Names__________________________________________ Date__________

**Instructions:** You and your partner are about to embark on a research scavenger hunt for information. Alaska, Japan, and the United States are alike in many basic ways, but also very different in others. Use various library sources to locate the information needed for this sheet. It is also important that you list your sources and the date they were published. This information is very important in conducting any research.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TO FIND</th>
<th>UNITED STATES</th>
<th>ALASKA</th>
<th>JAPAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAND AREA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POPULATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POP. DENSITY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIFE EXPECTANCY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LITERACY RATE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATTITUDE RANGE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LONGITUDE RANGE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAPITOL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LARGEST CITY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGHEST TEMP.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOWEST TEMP.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGHEST MOUNTAIN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAPITOL AVE. TEMP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAJOR RELIGIONS%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAJOR MINORITIES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIRTH RATE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PER CAPITA INCOME</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Distance and Direction: A Circular Connection

Lesson Overview: Alaska is located at the midpoint for travel between Japan, the eastern United States, and Europe. This important location has given the state the nickname "air crossroads of the world". This lesson is designed to review Alaska's important location and the concept of "great circle routes".

Recommended Time: one class period or more

Objectives: Upon completion of this unit the student will:

1. Use globe and map skills to determine distance and direction.

2. Understand the concept of great circle routes and why this idea is important to Alaska and Alaskans.

Materials: world maps, globes, string and tape.

Procedure:

1. Have students work in pairs or small groups with a map and a globe readily available.

2. Demonstrate the idea of great circle routes by showing how far a person would travel flying from Paris, France to Tokyo. To do this, conduct the following steps:

   • demonstrate on a world map by using a piece of string. Calculate the distance traveled using the map scale and the "best"--straight line route.

   • record the distance and direction traveled on the chalkboard.

   • Next, repeat the same procedure using the globe. Tape the string on Paris and on Tokyo. Where does the "great circle route" take the person? Calculate the distance and determine the direction traveled.
•Compare the distances traveled.

3. Have students work in their groups to determine the following great circle distances and where the travel goes. Students can use string and tape to record their travels. This also will allow you to monitor their efforts.

  •Osaka to New York
  •Tokyo to Atlanta
  •Tokyo to Miami
  •Chicago to Tokyo
  •Osaka to Los Angeles
  •Rio de Janiero to Tokyo
  •Calcutta to Los Angeles

4. Review each of the above trips with students. What was the shortest distance using the great circle route? Where did the plane fly (over what lands and water)? It should become apparent during this exercise that Alaska is situated at a very important "air crossroads" location.

5. Describe how the restricted use of airspace over the Soviet Union and North Korea has limited international travel so that great circle routes can not always be used. Demonstrate how this affects great circle routes from Western Europe to Japan. Show on the globe how this political restriction has routed more air traffic through Alaska. A good example would be to show the British Air route from London to Tokyo (through Anchorage).

6. Discuss the benefits Alaska has received from its strategic location (military bases, international airlines, Federal Express, etc.).

7. Have students brainstorm other ways in which Alaska can use its location for advantage to Alaskans. List these on the chalkboard.

8. Have students select one of the possibilities listed in step five and write about how this strategy might be beneficial to Alaska in international trade, military, or for other reasons.
Into the Community:

1. Have students research into why their community is located where it is. What factors caused this site to be selected?

2. Are international businesses in your community? Why are they there? What factors caused them to be located in your community? Invite a presenter to share responses to these and student created questions in class.

3. Have students conduct research to determine international airlines flying into Alaska. What are their destinations? What is the flying time to various destinations in other nations?

Evaluation:

1. Examine the globes and string placement to check for understanding of the great circle concept.

2. Have students reflect upon the importance of Alaska's location in their Alaska/Japan Journal. Emphasis should be given to discussing how Alaska serves as a vital link to Japan, Europe, and the lower 48.

Enrichment Ideas & Assignments:

1. Locate information about the Federal Express international headquarters (or UPS) located in Anchorage. Why did they select this location? What type of business projections are they making? How does Alaska hope to capitalize on this new enterprise?

2. New, long distance 747 airplanes will be able to fly directly from Europe or the eastern United States to Japan without stopping in Alaska to refuel. Also, with warming relations between the Soviet Union and the Western world, they may choose to open their air space to others. Have students write or discuss the potential impacts of this new technology and political change on Alaska.
Lesson Overview: This lesson compares/contrasts key demographic concepts and information between Alaska and Japan. Students will examine population, population density, and other demographic information to understand basic similarities and differences between Alaska, Japan and other nations on the Pacific Rim.

Recommended Time: One or two class periods.

Objectives: Upon completion of this lesson, the student will:

1. Understand contemporary demographic perspectives of Alaska and Japan.

2. Research, interpret, and use population information about Alaska, Japan, and other Pacific nations.

3. Compare and contrast geographic information about Alaska and Japan.

Materials: Almanacs, graph paper, and selected outline maps

Procedure:

1. Have students identify the land area of Alaska (570,833 square miles) and of Japan (143,574 square miles). Have them also determine the populations of Alaska (1987 = 525,000 est.) and Japan (1988 = 122,700,000).

2. Have students determine how much larger Alaska is than Japan in land area (about 4 times larger). Have them determine how much larger Japan's population is than Alaska's (about 250 times larger). Have them determine the same information comparing Japan to the entire United States. (The U.S. has about double the population of Japan and a land area nearly 25 times as large).

3. Have 25 desks represent the land area of the United States. Ask ten students to represent 25 million U.S. citizens each and sit the 25 desks. All other students should stand on the sides of the classroom. Then, compare to Japan; have one desk represent the land area of Japan and five students represent the population of Japan (5 students to 25 million people = Japan's population).
4. Present the population density of Alaska (0.9 per square mile est. in 1987), the United States (est. 69 per square mile in 1988), and Japan (855 per square mile est. in 1988). Ask how this might make life different between Japan, Alaska, and the United States (e.g. housing, mass transportation, schools, foods, agriculture, sports, work, entertainment, businesses, foreign relations, etc.).

5. Have students research additional demographic information about Alaska, Japan, the United States and other Pacific Rim nations like Singapore, Indonesia, China, the Soviet Union, Peru, Canada, and Australia. Have them research information including birth rates, literacy, life expectancy, amount of people under 18 or over 65 and other population factors.

6. Have students record their impressions, thoughts, and questions in the Alaska/Japan Journal.

Into the Community: Have students determine population data about their school and community and contrast with other cities in Alaska. What communities in Japan are the same size as your community. Have students contrast and compare their schools/communities with sister cities/schools in Japan if possible.

Evaluation: Use the record in the Alaska/Japan Journal to determine student progress.

Enrichment Ideas & Assignments:

1. Have students graph contrasting population data comparing Alaska, Japan, the United States and/or other Pacific Rim nations.

2. Utilize an outline map (from the World Eagle, or Maps on File) and have students develop population maps which show population density, birth rates, and other demographic factors. Students should develop keys to the maps and research any information needed.

3. Have students research the problems/challenges presented by a growing world population which is projected to double to over 10 billion people by the year 2028. Problems include the greenhouse effect, deforestation, hunger, disease, ozone depletion, energy needs and desertification.
Lesson Overview: Japan is today creating a human-made island in the Pacific. This is another step in addressing the problem of overcrowding on the islands. This lesson is designed to have students use speaking and listening skills in groups to develop their own plan for a human made island community. What must they address? Food, shelter, clothing, transportation, communication, governance, education, trade, family needs, weather problems among others.

Recommended Time:

Objectives: Upon completion of this lesson the student will:

1. Use speaking, writing, listening, and analytical skills to resolve a complex issue.
2. Use creative thinking skills.
3. Use individual and group problem solving skills.

Materials: Large paper or transparencies and markers.

Procedure:

1. Divide the class into groups of four. Have students select a group recorder, reporter, and another person to keep them on task.

2. Set the scenario for the students. Inform the students that they are a planning team whose task is to develop a plan for establishing a colony on an uninhabited human made island. Students may select any geographic location for the island that they wish. Ask them to provide rationale for the location they select.
Instruct students that during their planning they must address the following concerns:

- food
- shelter
- clothing
- transportation
- communication
- governance
- education
- economy, jobs, and trade
- family needs
- weather problems
- name of the island
- moving people to the island
- others as desired-encourage relevant creativity

3. Have students record their information on large pieces of paper or on transparencies for use in reporting to the whole class.

4. Have each small group present their island to the class, addressing key points (from step #2).

5. Debrief and discuss the following questions:

- What problems were encountered in setting up this new society?
- What similarities were there between the plans?
- What major differences?
- What problems do people generally face when moving to a new place? How were these addressed?

6. Have students individually reflect upon their groups society to project the benefits and liabilities facing individuals living there. What incentives might be required to entice people to live there? Have students record their responses in their Alaska/Japan Journal
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Into the Community:
1. Have students interview a person who has recently moved to Alaska. What difficulties and challenges were encountered? Have students share their findings in class.

2. Invite a person to speak to the class who has helped to plan your local community. This might be a political leader or someone involved with rural/urban planning.

Evaluation: Have students identify the steps they followed in resolving the challenges involved in creating this new island community. Compare/contrast the procedures used in their problem solving.

Enrichment Ideas & Assignments: Have students meet back in their original groups of four to create a story about a family who has recently moved to their island. Each student is to assume the role of one of the members of the family. The "group" drama should show how the family dealt with/overcame some obstacle/problem related to living on the island. Have the mini-dramas presented to the class.
Japan's earliest people, like Alaska's, came to the area by land bridges that were connected to the continent of Asia. Early Japanese are believed to have entered the island of Hokkaido and Kyushu from northeast Asia through Korea. Evidence exists showing human settlements in Japan as early as 50,000 years ago.

According to legend, Emperor Jimmu founded the first Japanese state in 660 B.C. However, recorded history indicates that the first Japanese state was established in the fifth century A.D. At this time the Yamato clan, located on the Yamato Plain of Honshu, was the most powerful group. This clan claimed that its supremacy extended from Emperor Jimmu and still claims the imperial throne today.

During the early centuries of the first millennium, Japan borrowed liberally from the culture of China. The Chinese system of writing and Confucian thinking arrived in the fifth century. Buddhism arrived in Japan in the sixth century. In 604, the religion was officially instituted by the emperor through the Shotoko Taishi code. For over the next two hundred years diplomats were sent from Japan to China to learn about Buddhism and Chinese culture. The influence of Buddhism and Chinese culture remain major aspects of Japanese culture today.

In 710, the first permanent capital was set up at Nara and patterned after and ancient Chinese capital. Before this time the capital was moved every time a new emperor was installed. The time from 710 to 784 is referred to as the Nara Period. During this time, political subdivisions including provinces and districts were set up. The executives of these subdivisions were appointed by the emperor.

The capital was moved to Nagaoka in 784 and on to Heian, now called Kyoto, in 794. The move to Kyoto signalled another era which is referred to as the Heian Period. The span of this period lasted from 794 until 1185 and was marked by outstanding developments in Japanese classical culture. Literature, art, religion, and Japanese
language variations (from Chinese) flourished. The *Genji Monogatari*, considered to be the greatest work of Japanese literature was written during this era. This work, written by Lady Shikibu Murasaki, described life and culture in Kyoto around the time of the millennium.

Political struggles erupted late in the Heian Period and pitted two powerful warrior clans against each other. The Genji clan claimed victory in 1185 and instituted a strong military aristocracy. This started a period of feudal rule by military overlords which lasted for almost 700 years.

Japan developed foreign sea trade early in its history with China serving as the trading partner in the 15th century. Trade expanded to Western nations after Portuguese traders were blown off course to Japan in 1542. Soon, British, Spanish, and Dutch traders were competing with the Portuguese for trade with Japan. These early European traders introduced the Japanese to potatoes, tobacco, religion, and gunpowder.

The newfound religion, Christianity soon became a problem for Emperor Ieyasu. He kicked some missionaries out of Japan and executed others. Because the foreigners were believed to have caused problems, all outsiders were banned from Japan in 1640. After this, only ten Chinese ships and one Dutch ship were allowed to trade each year at the port of Nagasaki. This started a period of isolation for Japan which lasted over two hundred years.

In 1853, Commodore Mathew C. Perry arrived in Japan with U.S. Naval ships. He demanded that trade be opened up with the United States and in 1854 a treaty to this effect was signed between the two nations. Other Western nations quickly followed by signing their own treaties with Japan. Most of these treaties were unequal and favored the Western nations. Samurai warriors were offended by these actions and called for the nation to unite behind the emperor. Anti-Western acts, designed to drive the foreigners out, followed but failed. Struggles between the Japanese themselves also occurred with the ruling Tokugawa shogun being defeated in 1867. This was followed by the restoration of imperial rule to Emperor Mutsuhito in 1868. The next year, the capital was moved to the city of Edo and renamed Tokyo. This new era in Japan's history has been called the *Meiji Period* and lasted until 1912.

The Meiji government, in contrast to the prior ruling philosophy, sought Western knowledge for the purpose of modernizing Japan. They instituted the Meiji Constitution in 1889. This document gave
sovereignty to the "divine emperor" and created a bicameral legislature called the Diet among other provisions.

War and conflict were very evident in the century following Perry’s arrival in Japan. Conflict with Western nations and civil disputes were followed by war with China in 1894-5. Japan quickly won the war and China was forced to recognize Korea’s independence. Japan also gained Taiwan and other lands in the treaty ending the Sino-Japanese War. Russian concerns over land gained on the Liaodong Peninsula in the treaty led to Western action designed to block Japan from receiving the peninsula. This upset the people of Japan, who felt that war was needed to remove Russia from Manchuria. This would also establish Japan as Asia’s strongest power.

The Russo-Japanese War of 1904-5 proved the true power of Japan. Japan gained important victories at Mukden, Port Arthur, and the tremendous naval battle in the Strait of Korea. Japan gained an important foothold in Korea with this victory and made Korea a protectorate in 1905. Five years later Korea was annexed into the Japanese empire.

War came again to Japan with World War I. Japan declared war on Germany and became one of the Allies. The Treaty of Versailles, which ended the war, contained provisions for giving Japan special interests in China and lands which were formerly German possessions in the Pacific. For the third time in twenty-five years, Japan had been victorious in battle and had gained international prestige with its military power.

World War I had also sparked the economy of Japan. Trade to war torn Britain and France increased as well as to other nations. Industries such as textiles prospered. All of this crashed with the global depression which hit in 1929.

The 1920’s were marked by multinational attempts to limit naval power in the Pacific. Many in Japan viewed these limits as restrictive for their nation and their interests in the Asian mainland, in general, and China specifically. Military officers and others maintained an attitude of Japanese superiority and the need to have Japan rule Asia.

Japan had troops stationed in Manchuria in 1931. An explosion by a rail line guarded by Japanese troops occurred at Mukden in September. This provoked a series of events resulting in occupation of all of Manchuria by 1932. Japan then set up a puppet nation called Manchukuo which fell under Japan’s protection. The fall of Manchuria also caused the eventual fall of Japan’s government to the military
and bureaucracy. Western nations were very critical of Japan's actions and, in retaliation, Japan quit the League of Nations in 1933. At the same time the nation moved further into China and closer to the Axis nations. In 1936, the Anti-Comintern Pact was signed with Germany and Italy. The year also saw Chiang Kai-shek declaring war on Japan because of their intrusions into China. War broke out in 1937.

Japan quickly swept to victories in China conquering the cities of Shanghai, Nanking, Hangzhou, Canton, and even Beijing. China was forced to move its capital to Chongquig. These actions brought the Japanese into greater conflict with European nations and the United States. To secure its international alliance, Japan signed the Tripartite Treaty of Alliance with Germany and Italy in 1940. This Alliance quickly set the world aflame with World War II.

On December 7, 1941 (December 8th west of the international date line), Japan attacked not only Pearl Harbor in Hawaii, but also the Philippines, Hong Kong, Singapore, Guam, Wake Island, and Malaya. The World War had come to the Pacific. In that the United States was not ready for war, Japan swept to early victories. Japan's reach by mid-1942 extended from the Aleutian Islands in Alaska, southward to the Marshall and Gilbert Islands, and West as far as Burma.

The forces of the United States were quickly being built to strike back at the Japanese military machine. The turning point of the war came at the Battle of Midway where the United States won a smashing naval victory. It soon became evident that Japan had underestimated the strength of the American forces and soon they were retreating back towards Japan. In 1944, the U.S. took Saipan. This put U.S. planes within striking range of Tokyo. Japan's political structure then began to deteriorate. Shortly thereafter, atomic bombs were dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Japan quickly surrendered.

Japan was a devastated nation after the war. The cities, political structure, and the economy were ruined. Thirty percent of the population was homeless and productivity was one-fourth what it had been before the war. Japan was also now an occupied nation. A situation that would last for over six years.

Japan received a new constitution in 1947. The new document took divinity away from the Emperor and retained him as "the symbol of the state and of the unity of the people". Most power was given to the bicameral National Diet. Women were given equality with men and Japan renounced the right of the nation to make war, have armed forces, or use force to resolve international conflicts. Japan's
transition from being an occupied land to an independent nation occurred uneventfully in 1952.

Japan's economy received a boost with the onset of the Korean War in 1950. The United States used Japan as a takeoff point for military efforts in Korea. The U.S. also purchased many goods and services for use in the war effort. By 1955, Japan's Gross National Product (GNP) was higher than it had been before World War II. More rapid growth occurred, the GNP grew an average of 10% a year until 1967 and expansion continued into the 1970's. A brief economic downturn occurred, in 1973, with the Arab oil boycott. Further economic growth followed with Japan evolving into having the second largest economy in the world today.

Japan's leadership in the world today is truly remarkable considering its state at the end of the second world war. It has become the world's leading creditor nation and a global trading and economic giant. It's government is considered to be one of the most important to be considered in shaping global decisions. Still adhering to its constitutional principle of not possessing military forces, Japan has clearly advanced to the point of being one of the most powerful nations in the world.
# Important Dates in Japanese History

**Compiled by Douglas A. Phillips**

**Introduction:** This chart provides a chronological overview of selected important events in Japan's past.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100,000 BC</td>
<td>Japan first inhabited earlier than this date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600 BC</td>
<td>Legend indicates that the empire was founded by Emperor Jimmu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>First definite records of Japanese history</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>405 (est.)</td>
<td>Japan adopts the Chinese writing system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>552</td>
<td>Buddhism introduced into Japan by Emperor Taishi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>604</td>
<td>Buddhism adopted by Japanese emperor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>636</td>
<td>Rise of feudal nobility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>645</td>
<td>Taikwa reform limits nobility power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>710-784</td>
<td>Nara period, Nara established as capital (710), Country divided into provinces and districts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>794-1185</td>
<td>Heian period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1010</td>
<td>Genji Monogatari written by Lady Shikibu Murasaki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1185-1333</td>
<td>Kamakura period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200 (est.)</td>
<td>Zen sect of Buddhism introduced in Japan from China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1232</td>
<td>Joei Law Code introduced by shogunate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1274, 1281</td>
<td>Failed attempts by the Mongols, under Kublai Khan to invade Kyushu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1338-1573</td>
<td>Ashikaga period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1543</td>
<td>Portuguese land in Japan with firearms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1549</td>
<td>Francis Xavier starts Christian missionary movement into Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1590</td>
<td>Japan unified by Toyotomi Hideyoshi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1592, 1597</td>
<td>Japan attempts to conquer Korea underd Hideyoshi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>First persecution of Christians in Japan (1597)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1603-1868</td>
<td>The Tokugawa period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1614</td>
<td>Shogun Tokugawa leyasu bans Christianity in Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1640</td>
<td>Japan prohibitions against foreigners put in place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1688-1704</td>
<td>Genroku calendrical era (cultural renaissance in Japan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1853</td>
<td>Commodore Mathew C. Perry arrives in Japan to &quot;open doors&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1854 • Convention of Kanagawa
1868 • New Capitol established at the city of Edo and renamed Tokyo
1868-1912 • Meiji restoration period
1872 • Universal education instituted
1873 • Universal military conscription instituted
1877 • Satsuma Rebellion
1889 • Meiji Constitution enacted
1890 • First session of the Imperial Diet
1894-5 • Sino-Japanese War (Korea was the main issue)
          • Taiwan annexed
1900 • Shintoism reinstated against influence of Buddhism
1902 • Anglo-Japanese alliance
1904-5 • Japan wins Russo-Japanese War, Treaty of Portsmouth (1905)
1910 • Japan annexes Korea
1911 • U.S.-Japan commercial treaty signed
1914-1918 • World War I, Japan participates as a member of the Allies
1915 • Twenty-one Demands issued to gain foothold in China
1918 • Urban rice riots
1919 • Treaty of Versailles awards former German lands in China to Japan
          • Japan officially recognized as one of the "Big Five" nations
1922 • Japan-U.S. Naval treaty signed
1923 • 200,000 died in an earthquake which destroyed Tokyo and Yokohama
          (registers 8.3 on Richter scale)
1925 • General suffrage for men is allowed
1926 • Hirohito succeeds Yoshihito, his father, as Japan's 124th Emperor
1930 • U.S., Japan, United Kingdom, France, and Italy sign treaty for Naval
          disarmament
          • World depression reaches Japan
          • Premier Hamaguchi assassinated
1931 • Mukden Incident
          • Japan invades Manchuria
1932 • Japan sets up Manchuria as a "puppet state" named Manchukuo
1933 • Japan leaves the League of Nations
1934 • Japan renounces naval treaties of 1922 and 1930
1936 • Germany and Japan sign Anti-Comintern Pact
          • Chiang Kai-shek (China) declares war on Japan
1937 • Shanghai, Beijing, and Nanjing (China) fall to Japan
1940 • Germany, Italy, and Japan sign military and economic treaties
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1941 | - Japan bombs Pearl Harbor (Hawaii), December 7  
      - U.S. and United Kingdom declare war on Japan, December 8  
      - Hong Kong surrenders to Japan  
      - Philippines invaded by Japan  |
| 1942 | - Japan invades Dutch East Indies and Burma  
      - Singapore, Rangoon, Kuala Lumpur, and Java are captured  
      - 100,000 Japanese Americans interned in camps in U.S.  
      - Japan occupies Bataan and force "Bataan Death March"  
      - Tokyo bombed by U.S. forces  
      - Japan invades the Aleutian Islands in Alaska  |
| 1944 | - Premier Tojo and his cabinet resign  |
| 1945 | - First and second atomic bombs used at Hiroshima and Nagasaki  
      - USSR declares war on Japan  
      - Japan loses World War II and is occupied by U.S. forces  |
| 1946 | - Power transferred from Emperor to an elected assembly  |
| 1952 | - Occupation ends and Japan's independence is restored  |
| 1954 | - U.S.-Japan defense treaty signed  |
| 1956 | - Japan is admitted to the United Nations  
      - Japan restores diplomatic relations with the Soviet Union  |
| 1972 | - Ryukyu Islands returned by the United States to Japan  
      - Kakuei Tanaka elected as Japan's Premier  
      - Japan restores diplomatic relations with China  |
| 1973 | - Middle East oil embargo enforced on Japan and U.S.  |
| 1977 | - Sadaharu Oh becomes most prolific home run hitter in professional baseball when he hit his 756th home run  |
| 1978 | - Peace and friendship treaty signed with China  |
| 1982 | - Yasuhiro Nakasone becomes Prime Minister  |
| 1986 | - JAL plane crashes into Mt. Ogura, Japan killing 520 in the world's worst single plane air disaster  |
| 1987 | - Noboru Takeshita becomes Prime Minister  
      - U.S. imposes 100% tariffs on Japanese electronics  |
| 1989 | - Emperor Hirohito dies  
      - Recruit Co. scandal topples Prime Minister Takeshita  
      - U.S. President names Japan trade practices as unfair (along with Brazil and India)  
      - Sousuke Uno elected Prime Minister but serves only seven weeks  
      - Toshiki Kaifu is elected Prime Minister  |
INTRODUCTION: This chart provides a chronological overview of important events in Alaska's past.

3,000-4,000 BC • Last migration from Asia to Alaska through Beringia
1741 • Vitus Bering lands in Alaska
1742-1790 • Thousands of Aleuts enslaved and killed by Russians
1784 • First Russian settlement in Alaska on Kodiak Island
1799 • Baranof establishes Sitka as a Russian post
1867 • United States buys Alaska, "Seward's Folly", from Russia for $7.200,000
1896 • Gold discovered
1898 • Gold rush to Nome, Alaska
1900 • Juneau incorporated
1903 • Fairbanks incorporated
1920 • Anchorage incorporated
1942 • Attu and Kiska Islands occupied by Japanese forces
1943 • Japanese driven out of Alaska
1956 • State Constitution ratified
1959 • Alaska becomes the United State's 49th state
1964 • Good Friday earthquake registers 8.4 on the Richter scale and kills 131
1968 • Oil and gas found at Prudhoe Bay
1971 • U.S. Congress passes the Alaska Native Land Claims Settlement Act
1973 • First Iditarod Trail Sled Dog Race
1977 • Trans-Alaska pipeline completed
• First Inuit Circumpolar Conference hosted by North Slope Borough
1980 • Permanent Fund created by the Alaska Legislature
• President Carter signs Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act
1983 • KAL flight #007 shot down over Soviet airspace after departing Anchorage
1989 • Major oil spill in Prince William Sound by the Exxon Valdez
TIMELINE TIES: Looking at History

Lesson Overview: This lesson will have students investigating the history of Japan and Alaska and developing a timeline contrasting important historical events for each. A sample timeline is included for the teacher along with a student worksheet master. Reproducible masters of readings and important events in Alaskan and Japanese history are also available in this guide.

Recommended Time: One to three class periods

Objectives: Upon completion of this lesson the student will:

1. Develop a timeline for Alaska and Japan.
2. Identify key historical points in the histories of Alaska and Japan.
3. Understand important events in the history of Japan and Alaska and determine cause(s) and effect(s) of these events.
4. Conduct historical research on selected events in Japan's history.

Materials: Handouts provided in this guide and the chronological handouts on Japan and Alaska for the students or the teacher. Reproduce, as needed, the provided important dates in Alaskan and Japanese history. The readings on the Histories of Alaska and Japan should also be reproduced for students.

Procedure:

1. Reproduce the reading titled "A Brief Look at Japan's History" and distribute the reading to students. Have
students take notes on their reading which ask questions or list items of special interest.

2. Discuss the students questions and comments about the reading with the class.

3. Have students pair up with another student. Inform them that they will be working cooperatively to develop a timeline contrasting the history of Alaska and Japan. Provide examples of timelines to students from textbooks or other sources.

4. Hand out the student worksheet on Timeline Ties and the handouts titled "Important Dates in Japanese History" and "Important Dates in Alaskan History.

5. Have students use the Alaska and Japan handouts and other sources to identify key historical events to include on their timeline.

6. Discuss the items/dates that students included/excluded or on their timelines. What was their criteria for inclusion? Did the criteria vary between Alaska and Japan? If yes, why? What major items were excluded? Why?

Into the Community:

1. If possible, develop a class bulletin board timeline of key local ties to Japan or a compilation of the timeline events developed in class.

2. Have students develop a personal or family timeline including key events related to Alaska and Japan (eg. buying a Toyota, moving to Alaska, travel to Japan, WW II, etc.)

3. Have students research the activities of Japan in Alaska during World War II. Invite local historians, military personnel or participants in the Aleutian Islands battle if they are available. Persons involved in the building of the Alaskan Highway may also be useful in discussing the activities during World War II in Alaska.
**Evaluation:** Have students tell a partner what they believe is the most significant event in the history of Alaska and Japan. Have them explain the rationale for their choices. Have students also write about their choices in their Alaska/Japan Journal and also have them explain how timelines are useful in helping us to understand history.

**Enrichment Ideas & Assignments:**

1. Have students write a one page news report as a reporter "on the scene" for one of the Japanese/Alaskan events. Have them include the who, what, when, why, and how information in their article.

2. Have students project what they believe the next item that may be of importance to include on the timeline and provide supporting rationale.

3. Have students select one event off of the list from "Important Dates in Japanese History". Have them research the event in greater detail and write about the cause(s) and effect(s) of the event.

4. Have students develop a play or drama about selected events from Japan or Alaska's history. Have the event presented to the class or younger students in elementary schools.
**ALASKA AND JAPAN TIMELINE**

**DIRECTIONS:** Identify important dates and events in the history of Alaska and Japan. Put the events on the timeline provided on this sheet. Alaskan events should be placed above the timeline and Japanese events below the line. Make sure to put the date markings on your timeline. Use additional sheets of paper if needed to properly complete your timeline.

**ALASKA**

**JAPAN**
WITNESS TO HISTORY

Lesson Overview: In this lesson, students will conduct historical research and "mentally" transport themselves back in Japanese history. They will be using their research to develop an oral testimony which will be given to the class. Their role will be as a witness to the historical event selected or assigned. Two or more students may select (be assigned) the same event and play different roles to demonstrate how perspective can change historical reporting and accuracy.

Recommended Time: Two to Three class periods

Objectives: Upon completion of this lesson the student will:

1. Conduct research and develop an understanding of historical perspective and how it can change or even distort an account.

2. Integrate speaking and listening skills with their knowledge of Japanese History.

Materials: None

Procedure:

1. Have students discuss events or activities that they have recently witnessed (eg. a basketball game, accident, fight,...). Did everyone see the event in the same way? What other normal events in life yield different perspectives? Examples might include arguments with family members or a friend, different cultural perspectives, or legal battles.
2. Inform students that they will be witnessing an event in Japan's (or Alaska's) history. Students may either select events from the reproducible information sheet, "Important Dates in Japanese History" or from other sources. One or more students may select the same event but they should be presented with differing witness roles. To increase the variety of events, the teacher may want to have a "drawing" of selected key occurrences.

3. Tell students that they will be giving a 3-5 minute testimony to the class on what they have witnessed and that the class will be encouraged to challenge their testimony with questions.

4. Allow students time to conduct research on their event.

5. Have students present their testimony to the class. If more than one student has the same event, have them present their differing roles in sequence and allow the class to question both (or all) perspectives.

6. Discuss how perspectives changed the historical reporting that witnesses gave.

7. Have students write in their Alaska/Japan Journal about the perspective of a person can distort or enhance historical accuracy.

Into the Community: Invite a local historian to explain the influence that perspective has upon historical accuracy.

Evaluation: Review the content and perspective of the student testimony and the writings in the Alaska/Japan Journal.

Enrichment Ideas & Assignments: Have students develop a newspaper or television program featuring a specific time period in the history of Japan. An example might include Japan before or during World War II.
Japan is a country which fascinates many Westerners today. Whereas the United States has a history of a little more than 200 years and is comprised of a vastly heterogeneous population, Japan has cultural traditions which date back over 2,000 years and is a society which is predominantly homogeneous. The people of Japan share not only a common heritage but a common language as well. During the 1950's and 1960's, massive changes were evidenced in the Japanese society. Known as the period of "High Economic Growth", the nation experienced a dramatic population shift from the country to the cities, coupled with rapid rises in land prices. The Japanese have long maintained a tradition of living in harmony with nature. To a large extent, the shift in population from rural to urban has had a negative effect on the relationship between the individual and nature.

Prior to World War II, families in Japan tended to be large, often with five or six children. Since 1945, the average size of the Japanese family has dropped, with many Japanese couples electing to have only one or two children. Traditionally, it was common for parents, children, and grandparent to share one home. Married women were expected to obey not only their husbands, but the husbands' parents as well. This led to a large measure of stress for many young wives. In general, couples in Japan are married at a slightly older age than their American counterparts, at about age 28 for men and 25 for women. It has been customary for the grooms' family to bear the cost of the wedding for it was assumed that the brides' family was losing a daughter while the grooms' family was gaining a daughter-in-law. In the past, most marriages were "arranged" by either by parents or a selected go-between. Today, only about a third of all marriages are so arranged, and more often than not the arrangement merely sets up the opportunity for young people to become acquainted. Before 1945, divorce was very uncommon in Japan. However, though the divorce rate is still one-quarter that of the United States, the number of divorces each year is on the rise.
Perhaps due to both the increase in economic growth and the rise in Western influence, the Japanese family has changed dramatically over the past forty years. Currently, 75% of all Japanese households, excluding single-person households, consist of a nuclear family (a family with parents and children only). Despite this trend, a survey of the Japanese population taken in the 1980 showed that a sizeable portion of the population still preferred living in three-generation families if possible.

As in the United States, Japanese families have experienced a shift in the traditional roles assumed by men and women. In the past, men took on the responsibility of earning a living while the women took care of the home and children. Today these roles are becoming less distinct with a growing number of women working outside the home and men taking a greater share of the responsibility for home and child care. Japanese children still demonstrate a strong sense of commitment for taking care of their parents during their retirement years. This responsibility often falls on the eldest child in the family.

The Japanese have demonstrated a strong commitment to education with school attendance mandatory for all students, ages 6-15. The educational system has five stages: kindergarten, one to three years; elementary school, six years; middle school, three years; high school, three years; and, university, four years. All students attend elementary and middle school. To attend high school and the university, students must pass very difficult competitive examinations. Approximately 94% of all middle school students go on to high school while about 35% of all high school students attend the university. Successful completion of both high school and university are very important for securing a top job with one of Japan's many companies. For Japanese students, the school year begins on April 1 and ends on March 31 with three semesters for middle school and two for high school. The longest break, usually six weeks, is in the summer with other breaks coming around New Years and in the spring. Schools in Japan participate in both festivals and athletic events and provide for a wide variety of extracurricular activities. Though the Japanese language is very complex, elementary school students are expected to master 881 basic characters and high school graduates are required to know 1,850. Despite the difficulties of the language, Japan has a higher literacy rate than the United States with more than 99.7% of its people able to read and write.
There are three major religions in Japan today: Shinto, Buddhism, and Christianity. Shinto is native to the country and centers on the belief that spiritual forces live in natural objects such as rocks, trees, and mountains, which demonstrates the Japanese traditional respect for nature. Later, Shinto came to include the worship of ancestors and heroes. About 112.1 million Japanese have affiliation with Shinto though its influence is much weaker with the younger members of the population than those who are older.

The Buddhist faith originated in about the 5th century B.C. and was brought to Japan around the 6th century A.D. Buddhism has greatly influenced Japanese art, culture, and thought. Buddhists believe that happiness can be achieved by overcoming one's own selfish thoughts and desires and that material things are not important in life. About 88.9 million Japanese claim some affiliation to Buddhism. Japanese have tended to blend both Shinto and Buddhism together, accepting the positive features of both.

In addition to Shinto and Buddhism, 1.7 million Japanese practice Christianity which was introduced to the islands in 1549 by St. Francis Xavier, a Roman Catholic missionary. Japanese are granted freedom of religion by the Japanese Constitution.

Japanese celebrate a number of holidays and festivals each year. New Year's Holiday, from January 1st to 3rd, is the most important holiday of the year. During this time, many Japanese dress in their best kimono and go to a local temple or shrine to offer prayers for health and happiness in the coming year.

The most important summer festival is known as Obon or the Festival of the Dead and is celebrated on August 13-16. This festival honors the memory of one's ancestors and holds that, at this time, the spirits of the departed will return to their homes. Families travel back to their traditional homeplaces to be with loved ones for this celebration.

Other important festivals include the Hina matsuri Festival (March 3rd) which is known as the Doll's Festival for girls; Children's Day (May 5th), when large cloth streamers shaped like Carp are flown from tall poles; Tanabata or Star Festival (July 7th) which celebrates the joining of two distant lovers for a single night each year; and Seven-Five-Three or Shichi-Go-San (November 15) when seven year
old girls, five year old boys, and all children aged three are dressed in kimono and taken to shrines for blessings. Though Christmas and Easter are not official holidays in Japan, they are celebrated by over 1.7 million Japanese.

The Japanese practice many customs which are not found in the United States. For example, it is common practice for Japanese to bow to one another when greeting someone or as a gesture of respect. There are many terms in the Japanese language which are specifically designed to show courtesy and sensitivity to others. Yet another custom which is very different than those in the United States is that of bathing. The bath is never used for washing, only for soaking and relaxing. All members of the family use the same bath water and often there are accepted rules for who bathes first and last. The Japanese also have customs which are very practical such as removing shoes before entering a home in order to maintain cleanliness and sitting on the floor in order to avoid the need for lots of furniture.

While Japanese still make use of the kimono for special or ceremonial occasions, tourist to any major city in Japan will see clothing very similar to that which might be seen on the streets of Anchorage or New York. Major shops in Japan carry a wide variety of fashions from around the world and Japanese designers are becoming increasingly well known to Westerners.

The Japanese are very proud of their country and its accomplishments. Occasionally, this pride is seen by outsiders as exclusive or tending to shut out others. Many Japanese express the feeling that goods and services in Japan are superior to those in other countries, including the United States. These attitudes have a tendency to cause strained relations with other nations.
Lesson Overview: One of the great contrasts between Japan and Alaska is in the cultural diversity of the populations. Alaska is graced with great cultural diversity. In Anchorage alone, over 100 languages are present in the elementary and secondary student population. Alaska's cultural diversity includes the rich Native cultures as well as cultures which have been brought to the state more recently from all corners of the world. In contrast, Japan has a very homogeneous population. Over 99% of the population is Japanese and only Koreans make up a substantial minority community. While some Alaskan communities are relatively homogeneous in cultural composition, this lesson will help students to recognize the great contrast in cultural diversity existing between Japan and Alaska.

Recommended Time: one to three class periods.

Objectives: Upon completion of this lesson, the student will:

1. Identify the cultural heritages present in the local schools and community.

2. Understand that Japan is culturally a very homogeneous nation.

3. Appreciate Alaska's cultural diversity and that some of the communities in the state are very similar in culture.

4. Appreciate the contributions of diverse cultures and of cultural and ethnic similarities and differences.

Materials: A wall map, various library and local resources about the cultural composition of the school district, the local community and Alaska.
Procedure:

1. Alaska, as a state has a great wealth of cultural diversity. Have students identify cultures that are represented by the students in the classroom.

2. Extend step one into a research homework assignment about the diversity existing within the entire school population. How many different cultures are present? Is the school population very similar or mixed in cultural composition?

3. Explain that many communities in Alaska are very multicultural (e.g., Anchorage) while many rural communities are very homogeneous. Discuss how this contrasts with Japan, a very homogeneous nation.

4. Understanding that there is no correct answer, have students discuss the advantages and disadvantages of living in a community which is culturally diverse or culturally homogeneous. Discuss both types of societies separately using a "T" chart (see below).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

5. In small groups, have students analyze how cultural homogeneity has helped Japan and how cultural diversity has helped Alaska. How has it served as a disadvantage to each society?

6. Have students write a letter in their Alaska/Japan Journal to a student in Japan explaining the cultural composition of the class or school. Also have them reflect upon the positive elements that cultural diversity brings to Alaska and the United States. How does this diversity help us in conducting foreign trade, expanding our diet, music, etc.
**Into the Community:** Have students conduct research into the cultural diversity existing in their community and the state of Alaska. How many cultures are evident?

**Evaluation:** Observe the group work and the Alaska/Japan Journal to check for understanding. Special attention should be given to students expressing stereotypical or racist viewpoints. This is a sensitive area, but students should become appreciative of both similarities and differences in culture and ethnicity.

**Enrichment Ideas & Assignments:** Have students investigate their own cultural heritage. Reaching back through family research, locate as much information as can be readily collected. Use a wall map of the world and have students, using colored yarn or string, map the linkages from their roots to your community. Use a special star or other symbol to reflect students with Alaska Native heritage.
Alaskan Attitudes Towards Japan

Lesson Overview: Alaskans like all Americans shape their attitudes towards other people and nations by assimilating information from a variety of sources. Sometimes these attitudes reflect stereotypes. This activity is designed to have students develop a survey with which to poll people in their own community concerning local attitudes about Japan.

Recommended Time: 3-5 class periods.

Objectives: Upon completion of this lesson the student will:

1. Utilize speaking, writing, and listening skills in group work.
2. Determine local attitudes about Japan and the Japanese people.
3. Use an integrated approach to completing a task involving math, language arts, and social studies.
4. Utilize personal and communication skills in interviewing community members.

Materials: Magazine/article report about the results of a poll/survey.

Procedure:

1. Show students the results of a recent poll from a newspaper or magazine. Have students discuss how that poll might have been conducted.
2. Inform students that they will be developing and conducting their own survey of local attitudes about
Japan and/or the Japanese people. To pursue this, conduct the following steps:

A. In small groups of 3-5 have students brainstorm questions about the subject that they would like to ask local community members. Have a student in each group selected to record and report.

B. Have students report back to the whole class and select/combine/refine questions for use in the poll. Have the poll printed and allow the class to revise the work.

C. In their Alaska/Japan Journal, have students hypothesize what they believe the survey results will indicate.

D. Have students conduct the poll with members of the community and/or school. Talk about the importance of proper and accurate reporting. Have each student interview at least ten persons and set a date for completion of the interviews.

E. Have students compile their results and graph the results. Have them determine how large their sample was and the percentage of the target population that was polled.

F. Discuss the results. What responses surprised them? Did Alaskans stereotype Japan or the Japanese people? Did some responses show a lack of knowledge about Japan? How did group responses vary (eg. women vs. men, students vs. adults)?

Into the Community: Have students write and submit a press release on the results of their poll to local/regional newspaper(s).
**Evaluation:** Have students record their findings in their Alaska/Japan Journal and comment on what they found to be of interest in the activity and how the results did or did not surprise them.

**Enrichment Ideas & Assignments:** Have students locate Gallup polls or others that have surveyed American attitudes about Japan or Japanese attitudes about the United States. How do these results compare with the class survey?
**SHORT STORY WRITING ABOUT LIFE IN JAPAN**

**Lesson Overview:** In this lesson students will learn about life in Japan through the experience of creating a fictitious story about life in that country. Students will assume the role of an American character who has recently been moved to Japan to live for a year. If the class is fortunate enough to have a student from Japan, reversing the roles would be most interesting!

**Objectives:** Upon completion of this lesson the student will:

1. Use writing to develop a narrative through listening, speaking, reading and writing activities.

2. Research information about day-to-day life in Japan and understand how it differs from life in the United States.

**Time:** This lesson may take as little as one week or may extend much longer as a part of an integrated language arts and/or social studies unit.

**Materials:**

- Large pieces of chart paper and markers
- Writing materials including paper, pens, or word processors
- Access to resource materials and/or resource people about life in Japan.

**Procedure:**

1. Have student make a class list of information that they know about life in Japan. Discuss these observations and alert students to potential sources for research on the country.
2. Share with the students that they are going to write a short story in which they play the role of an American student who moves to Japan for a year. In the story, they will deal with the difficulties of adjusting to a different culture, the interesting similarities and differences in the culture, etc.

3. To get ready for writing, conduct a visualizing activity to set a stage for their writing. To write a story, the student must be able to fully identify with a character in the narrative. Tell the students to imagine themselves placed in the position of living in Japan for a one year period. Then have them close their eyes while the teacher talks them through the following questions:

   a) How old are you?
   b) What is your name?
   c) What do you look like? (physical description)
   d) Where have you lived all of your life?
   e) Think about your family. Do you have brothers and sisters? What are their names and ages? How old are your parents? What are their names?
   f) Do your parents work outside the home? What are their occupations?
   g) What are your friends' names?
   h) What are your favorite foods?
   i) What are your hobbies?
   j) What do you like most about where you live in the United States? What do you like least?

4. Ask the students to open their eyes. Go back through the questions a second time. This time students should write the information down on paper. The students are to assume the role of this character/person during the writing of the narrative.

5. Students may work individually or in pairs. On chart paper, have students create an organizing map for their short stories. If working together, both characters should appear in the story. Students should include information about who will be in the story, what the setting and time
of the story will be, what the plot of the story will be (what will happen and in what order), and what the atmosphere or emotional climate will be (scary? adventuresome?). See attached format for sample organizing map.

6. Have students complete the writing of their stories, using outside resources as needed. Time should be provided for reading stories to other students for peer response. Students should revise stories based on responses from fellow students and the teacher. Final stories should be shared with the class orally and/or in a published class anthology.

Into the Community: Have students seek out a member of the community who has lived in Japan or an extended period. Ask that person to visit the class to discuss his/her experiences.

Evaluation: Students may be evaluated on the quality of their written product, their success in working with groups, and the accuracy of the information included in their writing.

Enrichment Ideas & Assignments: Have student write a letter to a friend "back home in the states" about the experiences he/she is having in Japan. These letter may be shared by reading or posting.
HOLIDAYS AND FESTIVALS IN JAPAN

Lesson Overview: Holidays and other celebrations are an important component of any culture. This is not an exception in Japan. This lesson will introduce students to these important Japanese celebrations and it will review important celebrations in the United States and Alaska. Emphasis should be placed upon the meaning of the holiday/festival.

Recommended Time: Two class periods or more

Objectives: Upon completion of this lesson, the student will:

1. Identify important holidays in Japan, Alaska, and in the United States.
2. Understand the meaning/importance of holidays in Japan.
3. Review the meaning/importance of holidays and celebrations in Alaska and the United States.

Materials: "Holidays and Festivals in Japan", Student Information Sheet; calendar, encyclopedia and/or other library resources; large paper or transparencies with pens.

Procedure:

1. Introduce students to the area that will be discussed today, holidays and festivals. Divide students into working groups of 3-5 people.

2. Have students list holidays and celebrations of importance to either the United States and/or Alaska. Only 5-10 minutes will be needed for this task and groups should record their information on large sheets of paper or on transparencies.
3. Have the groups share their information with the class and compile a class master list for Alaska and the U.S. holidays/celebrations.

4. Have students return to their groups to define why these holidays exist and their meaning. Specificity is encouraged.

5. Discuss the annual celebrations and have students share their information for each event.

6. Ask students to share holidays or festivals that they know are celebrated in other nations, cultures, or religions.

7. Ask specifically about holidays celebrated in Japan. Few will probably be listed by students.

8. Hand out the student information sheet titled "Holidays and Festivals in Japan" which is provided in this teacher's guide.

9. Have students discuss what the probable meaning or importance of 3-5 of the Japanese celebrations. This can be a group activity or a homework assignment. These hypothesis should be recorded by students in their Alaska/Japan Journal.

10. Assign students to research a Japanese holiday or festival. This can be done by either individuals or pairs as a homework assignment.

11. Have students share the meaning and importance of their holiday with the class. They should also present the events normally accompany the celebration.

12. Have students write in their Alaska/Japan Journal about their favorite Japanese holiday festival and why they favor it. Have them write a letter to their government representative explaining why the holiday should be celebrated in the United States and/or Alaska.
Into the Community:

1. Identify celebrations of local importance. Develop activities which will have students actively involved in the next celebration.

2. Have students select an upcoming Japanese holiday or festival and host the celebration for other students, parents, and the community. This is very effective when the guests are students from elementary schools.

3. Invite local presenters to share costumes and traditions associated with the holidays and festivals celebrated in Japan.

Evaluation: Review the Alaska/Japan Journal to check for understanding and observe classroom presentations and group work.

Enrichment Ideas & Assignments: Have students assigned to research holidays and special events in Alaska and the United States. Have them determine the meaning, history, and importance of the celebration and what presently occurs locally to commemorate the event. Have students discuss what they can do to improve or participate in the local celebration.
HOLIDAYS AND FESTIVALS IN JAPAN
Student Information Sheet

This sheet provides an overview of important holidays and festivals in Japan. Use this information to conduct activities as directed by the teacher.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Festival/Day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>January 1</td>
<td>New Year’s Day (Ganjitsu)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 15</td>
<td>Entering Adulthood Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 11</td>
<td>Commemoration of the Founding of the Nation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 3</td>
<td>Girl’s Festival (Hina matsuri)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 20 or 21</td>
<td>Vernal Equinox Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 29</td>
<td>Grenery Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 3</td>
<td>Constitution Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 5</td>
<td>Boy’s Festival (Tango no sekku)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 7</td>
<td>The Star Festival (Tanabata)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-August</td>
<td>Festival of Souls (Obon)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 15</td>
<td>Respect for the Aged Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 23 or 24</td>
<td>Autumnal Equinox Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 10</td>
<td>Health-Sports Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 3</td>
<td>Culture Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 15</td>
<td>Seven-five-three Festival (Shichi-Go-San)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 23</td>
<td>Labor Thanksgiving Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 23</td>
<td>Emperor’s Birthday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 25</td>
<td>Christmas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lesson Overview: One of the valuable ways of learning about another culture is to meet and talk with representatives face-to-face. In this lesson, students will have the opportunity to interview a student or an adult from Japan in order to gain a deeper understanding of both the person and the culture.

Objectives: Upon completion of this lesson, the student will:

1. Research and acquire information about Japan and its people.
2. Review questioning strategies.
3. Have learned basic facts about writing a biography.
4. Use listening, speaking, reading, and writing to learn content about Japan.

Time: Variable. If unit is carried to fullest point of completion, instruction may run several weeks as it is woven in with other interdisciplinary or thematic studies.

Materials: This unit requires the writing of a biography. Materials which may be helpful include, tape recorders, chart paper, markers, and writing tools (paper, pens, word processors).

Procedure:

1. Have students individually list facts that they currently know about Japan and its people. Share student facts on poster paper to save for future use.
2. Explain to students that, in this unit, they will learn much new information about both the nation of Japan and the nation's people.

3. Have students brainstorm as a group questions which would be appropriate to ask in an interview situation. Caution students to avoid asking questions which will give only a yes or no answer. Students may work individually, in pairs, or in groups.

4. Have students list the questions generated on the chalkboard. Discuss questions with an eye for potential response. What quality of information will the student receive from each question. Assist students in refining their list to a manageable number of questions.

5. Practice using the questions generated by having the students do an interview of each other. Students must use only the agreed upon questions! Allow approximately ten minutes for each interview; then, switch partners.

6. Have students write up their student biographical sketches based on the ten minute interviews. These should be shared with the class orally and may be collected into a class directory. Discuss with the students any problems which may have arisen due to the nature or quality of the questions. If appropriate, refine the questions again.

7. Invite a Japanese student or adult for a class interview. Students should discuss before the interview how questions will be asked and by whom.

8. Following the interview, students may work individually or in pairs to write up the interview. Interviews should be collected into a class book and shared with the interview subject if possible.

9. Discuss with students the information they have learned about Japan and its people through the interview.
Evaluation: Have students list, individually or in groups, information that they have learned about Japan and its people. Compare the information on these lists with the items generated before the unit began. Student interviews may be read for quality of writing and content.

Enrichment Ideas & Assignments/Into the Community: This lesson is easily extended into a class writing activity which will involve the community. If possible, students should brainstorm a list of persons within the community who are Japanese, who have lived in Japan, or who have special expertise about Japan. Students should select a person, make an appointment with that person for an interview, and then utilize the questions generated to conduct an individual interview. Adequate time should be provided for the students to complete their first draft interviews, get response from their peers about the content of the interview/biography, and to complete their revision and final draft. Final drafts should be shared with the class and compiled into a class anthology.
FREE-FORM POEMS ABOUT ALASKA OR JAPAN

Lesson Overview: This lesson will have students writing poems about Alaska or Japan. A free-form structure will be modeled to help students articulate their ideas in a poetry format.

Objectives: Upon completion of this lesson, the student will:

1. Create a poem expressing feelings and impressions about Alaska or Japan.

Time: One class period

Materials: Writing material including paper, pen, chart paper, or word processors.

Procedure:

1. Brainstorm with the class a list of sensory impressions relevant to Alaska or Japan. This list may include sights, tastes, sounds, smells, tactile impressions, and feelings.

2. Have students select a topic pertaining to Alaska or Japan to focus their writing on. They are to create a poem about their topic using the following format:

   Line one: list topic
   Line two-four: three phrases describing the topic
   Line five-seven: a phrase starting with like
   Line eight: a single word ending in -ing
   Line nine: an ending prepositional phrase
SAMPLE:

Japan
streets filled with swaying life
moving toward common goals
striving to move only forward
like an eager flower
pushing
through to sunlight

3. Have students record their poem in their Alaska/Japan Journal.

Into the Community: Invite a local poet into the classroom to discuss how he/she works to capture meaning in poetry. Collect student poems into an anthology for sharing with the school, parents, or the community.

Evaluation: Have students share poems in small groups. Favorite poems may be shared with the class as a whole.

Enrichment Ideas & Assignments: Have students hold an author's tea to share their poetry with invited guests. Invite local poets, individuals interested in learning about Japan, and/or Japanese students and adults.
Lesson Overview: Postage stamps tell a very interesting story about a nation. This lesson will use postage stamps from Japan and have students test their powers of observation and inference.

Recommended Time: One class period

Objectives: Upon completion of this lesson the student will:

1. Use postage stamps from Japan to make observations and inferences about Japan and other Pacific Rim nations.

2. Write a description of Japan based upon their observations and inferences.

Materials: Postage stamps from Japan, the United States, and/or other Pacific Rim nations (about 30 different stamps should be provided to each pair of students). Stamps may be available from local collectors, stamp clubs, sister schools or may be ordered through ads appearing in Linn's Stamp News; P.O. Box 29; Sidney, Ohio 45365-9918.

Procedure:

1. Ask students to relate what they believe the statement "a picture is worth a thousand words" means. Ask them what pictures might tell them about another culture/nation like Japan. List these on the chalkboard. (Possible answers might include things like geography, clothing, history, climate, activities, etc.)

2. Ask students what stories postage stamps might tell. Use United States stamps as an example and list the student responses separately on the chalkboard. (Possible answers might include geography, flag, artists, celebrations, leaders, plants, transportation, animals,
climate, maps, states, historic events, economy, indigenous cultures, inflation-increasing costs to mail a letter, art, literature, technology needed to print complex stamps, etc.)

3. Have students pair up with a partner and distribute packets of about thirty different stamps from Japan (other Pacific nations may also be used for comparison) to each pair. Have them divide a sheet of paper into two columns. The left hand column should be labeled **Observations** and the right hand column **Inferences**. Have the students record their observations and inferences about Japan in the appropriate columns.

4. Have students conduct research to validate their inferences and observations from the stamps.

5. Have students write in their Alaska/Japan Journal a 4-6 paragraph description of Japan with information taken only from their stamps.

6. Have students share their writing with their partner and/or the rest of the class.

7. Debrief the students by asking them about things that surprised them about the stamps and their stories.

**Into the Community:** Ask a local stamp collector to come to the class and share his/her collection. Have them discuss why they started collecting and why they find the hobby interesting. They may also have a collection of stamps from the United States and Japan. (Alaska on stamps is also a theme that they may be able to speak about and show)

**Evaluation:** Ask students to share their writing about Japan with a partner or the class. (Step five under procedure)

**Enrichment Ideas & Assignments:**

1. Have students try to arrange the stamps in chronological order. In debriefing, ask them what they used to determine the date of the stamp (eg. date is on stamp,
2. Encourage students to collect stamps (U.S., selected nations, or world) that arrive in their mail at home. The stamps can easily be removed from the envelope by soaking it in lukewarm water. The stamps will slide off of the paper and should be dried face down on a porous surface.

3. Use stamps from around the world and have them repeat the procedure listed above to develop inferences and observations about these nations.
Lesson Overview: Students will be introduced to the government of Japan in this lesson. The role of the emperor, Diet, and the Prime Minister will be discussed along with selected provisions from the Japanese Constitution. Special attention will be given to Article 9 of the Constitution where Japan forever renounces war as a means of settling disputes.

Recommended Time: One class period

Objectives: Upon completion of this lesson, the student will:

1. Understand basic elements of the government of Japan
2. Understand selected articles from the Japanese Constitution and basic rights of the Japanese people.
3. Compare the Constitution and government of the United States with that of Japan.

Materials: Copies of the Constitution of the United States and Japan. Other reference materials may also required.

Procedure:

1. Review the three branches of the U.S. Government and their functions in a brief discussion. Discuss the U.S. Constitution and elements set forth in the document including the Bill of Rights.

2. Have students take a sheet of paper and divide it with a line into two halves. Have them work with a partner to identify in the left hand column items that government has something to do with. The right hand column should be for items that the government has nothing to do with. Allow 5-10 minutes for work.

3. Discuss the findings. It will probably seem that government is involved with most of the things (if not all things) listed by students.
4. Introduce the governmental structure of Japan to students. The following provides key components of the government:

- Japan has a parliamentary system of government. A system which has the legislative and executive roles of government linked closely together. The legislative body is the Diet. This consists of two bodies, the House of Representatives with 511 members and the House of Councillors with 252 seats. Representatives are elected for four year terms and Councillors for six years.

- The Prime Minister is selected by the Diet and is one of its members. Twenty other members join the Prime Minister in comprising the Japanese Cabinet.

- The Judicial Branch is separate from the other branch of government. The court system has a Supreme Court with a Chief Justice and fourteen other Justices. Lower courts include eight high courts, and district courts in the prefectures.

- The government was established in the Constitution of 1946. This Constitution was heavily influenced by the United States who was occupying Japan after World War II.

- The role of the Emperor is "The Emperor shall be the symbol of the State and of the unity of the people, deriving his position from the will of the people with whom resides sovereign power." The first eight articles of the Constitution relate to the role of the Emperor.

- Article 9 of Japan's Constitution renounces war. It states: "Aspiring sincerely to an international peace based on justice and order, the Japanese people forever renounce war as a sovereign right of the nation and the threat or use of force as means of settling international disputes. In order to accomplish the aim of the preceding paragraph, land, sea, and air forces, as well as other war potential, will never be maintained. The right of belligerency of the state will not be recognized".

- Articles 10-40 list the rights and duties of the people. Selected items are:

  - The right to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.
  - All of the people are equal under the law.
  - The right to chose public officials and dismiss them.
  - The right of peaceful petition for the redress of damages.
- No person shall be held in bondage of any kind.
- Freedom of thought and conscience shall not be violated.
- Freedom of religion is guaranteed to all.
- No censorship shall be maintained.
- Freedom of assembly, association, speech, and press.
- Marriage shall be based only on mutual consent.
- Right to receive an equal education.
- The right and the obligation to work.
- Right of workers to organize and bargain collectively.
- The right to own property.
- No person is required to testify against himself.
- The right to a speedy and public trial.
- No "double jeopardy" under the law.

5. Have students work in pairs to identify similarities and differences between the governments and Constitutions of Japan and the United States. Discuss the findings with the whole class.

6. Have students summarize their conclusions regarding the similarities and differences between the Constitutions and governments of Japan and the United States in their Alaska/Japan Journal.

**Evaluation:** Review the student writing in their Alaska/Japan Journal to check for understanding.

**Into the Community, Enrichment Ideas & Assignments:**

1. Have students investigate whether or not Japan is adhering to Article 9 of their Constitution. Article 9 is printed verbatim earlier in this lesson.

2. Have students conduct research to identify important persons in the government of Japan and to find out more about governmental agencies and their functions.
EDUCATION IN JAPAN

Lesson Overview: Students are always interested in what their peers are studying around the world and what their school day is like. Japanese students have a longer school day, week, and year than American students. Many say that this is a shortcoming of our society. This lesson introduces students to education in Japan and their need to work hard to be able to adequately compete with their Japanese peers and others for the jobs of the future.

Recommended Time: One class period

Objectives: Upon completion of this lesson, the student will:

1. Understand similarities and differences existing between schools in Japan and Alaska.
2. Understand how the ability to compete for jobs has now become a global phenomena.
3. Understand cultural values affecting the performance of students in Alaska and Japan.

Materials: None

Procedure:

1. Have students write a letter to an imaginary (or real) student in Japan which describes their school, curriculum, activities, and school day.

2. Discuss the characteristics of schools in Alaska and the United States including the following elements:
   - Length of the school day, week, and year
   - Required and optional subjects
   - Extracurricular activities
   - Methods used in teaching
   - Value of students for education, work habits
3. Have students brainstorm, in small groups, what they believe would be similar or different about schools in Japan. Have students summarize their thinking in their Alaska/Japan Journal.

4. Share the following information about Japanese education with students regarding the points listed in step #2:

- Japanese students in grades 7-9 are required to spend 1,050 hours per year in school. Upper secondary students must have 80 or more credits. This takes more than 2800 hours. Students are required by law to complete the 9th level and education is free. The school year is divided into three terms with a total of 35 weeks. Terms run from April to July, September to December, and January to March. The school week is 5 1/2 days with Saturday afternoon and Sunday off.

- Required secondary subjects include Japanese language, mathematics, social studies, science, music, arts, homemaking, physical education, and morals training. Elective courses are also required for graduation.

- Extra curricular activities include clubs and homeroom activities.

- The lecture is the traditional teaching method but Japan has made new efforts to increase creativity. Their educational television is among the best in the world.

- Students spend long hours studying as school and education are considered families, society, and the student to be very important. Many students also go to special "cram" schools called juku to prepare for examinations which must be passed to go to the best university possible.
5. Have students write and/or discuss similarities and differences that they notice existing between school in Japan and Alaska. This may be appropriate to include in their Alaska/Japan Journal. Have them indicate the features that they would like or dislike and why.

6. In pairs or small groups have students respond to the following comment: "America's youth and educational system will not be able to compete with the Japanese in the global economy". Explain that this is a common perspective of many in our nation today and have them discuss this issue in class.

Into the Community: Invite persons who have attended or visited Japanese schools to present to the class.

Evaluation: Review the Alaska/Japan Journal and class discussion to determine that the lesson objectives have been attained.

Enrichment Ideas & Assignments: This lesson is best supplemented by having your school establishing a sister school relationship with a school in Japan. Information on how to set up and maintain a sister school program is available by writing to the Alaska Department of Education, Pouch F, Juneau, Alaska 99811.
Lesson Overview: Dr. Louise Rosenblatt, internationally renowned for her theory of reader response criticism, states that a novel or poem or play remains inkspots on a paper until a reader transforms them into a set of meaningful symbols. In other words, as we read, we make meaning from text. We bring to the reading all of our past experiences, thoughts, and emotions. It is through the transaction between the reader and the text that meaning is created.

It is important for students to realize that, though Japanese authors write within a different culture and perhaps within a different time period, they write about many of the same emotions, ideas, and issues that concern us today. By assisting students in making personal connections with the literature of outstanding Japanese writers, one can help them to acquire a sense of connectedness with our Japanese neighbors. The following activities are samples of the types of strategies which may be used to help students develop such a personal relationship.

Recommended Time: Varies by selection

Objectives: Upon completion of literature activities students will:

1. Develop an understanding of the themes of particular pieces of Japanese literature.
2. Develop a sense of connectedness with the people of Japan.

Materials: Teacher selected pieces of Japanese literature.

Procedures:

1. Have students read the selected piece of literature. Reading may be individual, in small group, or may be read to the student by the teacher.

2. Students should be invited to respond to the selection in any of a number of ways. Some possibilities are suggested below.
3. Students should be given the opportunity to de-brief with the total group. Shared perceptions are valuable ways to gain common understanding. It will be readily apparent that students bring a variety of responses to the literature. Students should be encouraged to continually go back into the text to validate their responses and ideas.

The following haiku poem was written by the Japanese poet Basho between A.D. 1644 and 1694.

The peaks of clouds
Have crumbled into fragments
The moonlit mountain.

The following poem was written by a government official and is a good example of the early love poetry in Japan.

"On·Hidden Love"

Who could detect it?
Carpeted with fallen leaves
A stream in the valley
Trickling between the rocks--
An all but stifled love.

a former prime minister

• One good way to get students into a poem is to pose the simple question, "What is the most important word in the poem?" Invariably, students will select a number of different possibilities, making the discussion following both rich and varied. Students should be able to explain why they have selected the word that they chose. Most students will attach the word to something within their own background. Some will select a word because it carries a strong emotional appeal to them. Again, they bring their own lives to bear on the text.

• Students may be asked to reflect on a work to determine what in their own life or experience the poem reminds them of. Once again, there will be no right or wrong answers.
• Students may be asked to provide an artistic response to the piece of literature. It is helpful to have lots of art materials around -- even for high school students! Have students work in pairs or individually to create a drawing or clay model of the images the poem evokes for them. These depictions should later be presented to the class.

• One of the values of good literature is that it helps students "see" other people and their circumstances. Ask students to consider what they "see" and/or infer about the feelings of the author in these poems. Again, answers will vary as responses are individual. A major value here is that students will begin to see the similarities of the feelings of the Japanese author and themselves.

• Another value of literature is that it helps us to identify or discover our own stories. Use the poems provided to help students write their own literature. A simple exercise entitled "I remember" may be helpful. After reading and discussing the poem, have students jot down in their journals the first thing that the poem helps them to remember in their own experience. That memory should provide the starting point for the next, then the next, etc. Continue with the chain of memories for several minutes. Often times, students end up with memories very different from the ones with which they start. Ask students to compose a poem or story reflecting the memory they have discovered.

All of the above activities are excellent to use with short stories. See the attached bibliography for suggestions.
SELECTED HISTORICAL OUTLINE OF JAPANESE LITERATURE

EARLY ANCIENT PERIOD. A.D. 400 TO 794:

During this time period the capital was moved from Nara to Heian which is the present city of Kyoto. From about 4,000 to 1,000 B.C. the society was primarily a gathering economy, community life was communal, and spirits of the natural world were the center of religious life. The society became an agricultural one after the second century. During this period the Yamoto clan gained power and imposed its own traditions on the culture of the other clans. During this time, magical prose and poetry existed as precursors to later literature. Toward the end of the seventh century the Kojiki (Record of Ancient Matters) and Nihon shoki (Chronicles of Japan) were collected. These are the oldest extant histories of Japan. Later during this period and in reaction to the decadence of the ritsuryo state, literature began to reflect more on the inner nature of man. This led the way toward future individual lyric poetry.

STORIES: During the eighth century the anecdote or story literature known as setsuwa came into being. These stories were written primarily in Chinese and dealt with Buddhist teachings.

EARLY POETRY: Early poetry was actually song-poetry which developed within social groups and was close to the life of the people. Early poetry was found in both the Kojiki and the Nihon.

LYRICISM: Early written literature was in Chinese and was associated primarily with the ruling class. As techniques of writing the Japanese language developed, poetry moved from having collective/group characteristics to being more of an expression of individual lyricism and feelings of the individual poet.

LATE ANCIENT PERIOD. A.D. 794 TO 1185:

This period is the four centuries during which Heian (the present city of Kyoto) was the political and cultural center of Japan. Two predominant types of literature existed. One, popular literature belonged to the lower social classes and consisted of songs, anecdotes (setsuwa) and performances. The second, the literature of the aristocracy, set the stage for the emergence of prose literature. A significant work of the period was the Shomonki (The Revolt of Masakado), A.D. 940, which expressed the culture and views of the Heian aristocracy society.

IMPERIAL ANTHOLOGIES OF JAPANESE POETRY (WAKA): Primarily, poetry of this period dealt with private love notes. Six outstanding poets emerged:

- Henjo (816-90)
- Kisen (825-80)
- Ariwara (825-80)
- Ono no Komachi
The most notable collection, the Kohôshû, contains 1,000 poems by 124 poets.

PROSE LITERATURE—DIARIES AND FICTION: The major development in literature during this period was that of narrative prose. This literature originated in the anecdotal stories of the setsuwa. Representative works include Uta monogatari (story poem) and Tôkotori monogatari, Ise monogatari, and Tosa nikki (diaries). This prose literature appears to have developed through letters written to accompany love poems.

THE PILLOW BOOK of Sei Shônagon (Makura no Soshi): Written by a female, this work demonstrates skills in the observation of people and nature.

THE TALE OF GENJI written by Murasaki Shikibu, also a female, was a landmark in the early literary development. The first half of the book depicts the life of Prince Genji during his youth. The second half deals with the world immediately surrounding the writer.

BALLADS: Many ballads were lost as a result of their being a part of the oral tradition only. The ones which were saved were Shinto music and dance ballads.

MEDIEVAL PERIOD, A.D. 1185 TO 1600:

Medieval literature was strongly influenced by Buddhism. This period was one of literature in transition. It began with military tales and moved on to new literary materials and forms. The setsuwa comprised a basic genre with numerous anthologies appearing.

WAR TALES: Of the numerous war tales from the period, Heiji monogatari is perhaps the most noteworthy. Both Yoshitomo of the Minamoto clan and Shigemori of the Taira clan are depicted as brilliant fighting men. This ranks as one of Japan's first literary classics.

Another leading work, the Gempû selsûki (Record of the Rise and Fall of the Minamoto and Taira) consists of forty-eight scrolls dealing with the wars between the Minamoto and Taira clans.

The Taiheiki (Chronicle of Grand Pacification) is a third war tale in forty volumes describing the period from 1318 to 1367. It deals with great heroism on the one hand and great greed and deception on the other. It uses Buddhist ideology of cause and effect heavily.

ESSAYS, TRAVEL ACCOUNTS, AND BUDDHIST SERMONS: These writings began to provide a picture of life during the time. A strong new era of Buddhist influence in the lives of ordinary citizens is noted. Two authors are noteworthy: Kamo no Chomel (1153-1216), author of Hojoki (An Account
of My Hut) and Yoshida Kenko (1283-1350), author of Tsurezuregusa (Essays in Idleness).

**POETRY:** Poetry of the period relied heavily on the earlier anthologies of waka. The Senzai shu, edited by Fujiwara no Toshinari (1114-1204) focused heavily on the quality of the poem itself and less on the poet. Later, Fujiwara no Teika, son of Toshinari, became the most renowned and advanced poet of the era. This family of poets continued to be a major influence on literature development for several generations.

**FICTION:** During this era Helen courtly fiction (the Mongatarl) all but vanished and genre known as otogizoshi or short novellas appeared. Major themes included romance, stepchild, poem tales, love between men, religion, previous existence, heroic rescue, etc.

**MODERN PERIOD. A.D. 1600 TO 1868**

This era marked the transition from a medieval feudal system to a system of military government. Four social classes emerged: warrior, farmer, artisan, and merchant. The influence of confucian philosophy was greatly enhanced. New literature in the form of haiku and senryu poetry, the puppet theatre, and kabuki came into being. In addition, the tokugawa novel continued to be very influential.

Of significance is the fact that public education was very successful during this time. As a result, literacy was widespread and books were readily available through lending libraries.

The number of Japanese writers who made contributions during this nearly three century long period are far too numerous to list. It was a time of great literary awakening. Several types of poetry should be noted. Halkai no renga or playful linked verse and tank form or humorous poems became a part of literary life. Haidai poetry dealt with humorous and worldly situations. Haiku, a type of Halkai, is extremely brief and is understood to be completed by the reader through his own experiences.

Several poets of this period deserve careful investigation. Basho, one of Japan's most famous poetry masters, felt that humanity was the basic value of existence. This provided a major theme in his work.

**CONTEMPORARY PERIOD. A.D. 1868 TO 1945**

The beginning of the Meiji period is generally considered the beginning of modern Japanese literature. As Japan opened itself to the outside world, European literature provided a tremendous stimulus. Modern literature developed against the backdrop of the modern world. Writers dealt with man's search for meaning and ways of living in a new world. Though major literary movements from Europe and the United States (romanticism, realism,
naturalism) were introduced in Japan earlier, it was only after World War I that they became major influences in Japanese literature.

Immediately following WWII and along with the democratic movement of the time, modernism, social literature, and naturalism were the three major literary influences. During the 1930's, these succumbed to governmental control. After WWII, literature divided into three parts: traditional literature, social literature, and the various styles that developed after 1945. During the entire contemporary period, the novel has the greatest dominance. Both hankai and hanku have undergone significant changes during this period. In addition, new forms and styles of poetry have come into being.

The contemporary period encompasses the works of an extensive number of outstanding writers. Please check the attached bibliography for a listing of appropriate resources.

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF RESOURCES ON JAPANESE LITERATURE

TEACHER RESOURCES


ANTHOLOGIES


Lesson Overview: This lesson is designed to accompany the outstanding video tape titled "Getting Around Overseas, Part 1, Filling and Chilling the Drinks of Asia" which has been developed by the Alaska Center for International Business. This half hour video shows students the importance of understanding the marketplace in Japan. The video uses WETCO, an Alaskan company that sells glacier ice in Japan as an example.

Recommended Time: One or two class periods

Objectives: Upon completion of this lesson, the student will:

1. Understand the importance of conducting market research to prepare for conducting international trade.

2. Understand the concept of "value added".

3. Understand the complexity of the Japanese marketplace and the role of "middlemen".

Materials: The video tape "Getting Around Overseas, Part 1, Filling and Chilling the Drinks of Asia". This video is available from the Alaska Center for International Business at 4201 Tudor Center Drive, Suite 120, Anchorage, Alaska 99508.

Procedure:

1. Prepare students to view the video tape "Getting Around Overseas, Part 1, Filling and Chilling the Drinks of Asia". Introduce by indicating that the tape shows an Alaskan, Mark Wilson, who has taken the step of entering the Japanese market with an unusual product (glacier ice). Have students speculate on problems he might face in trying to sell this product in Japan. List on the board.
2. Have students view the video tape.

3. After viewing the tape, discuss the following questions with the class:

• What is the status of Alaska's economy today?
• What does Alaska have to offer Japan and other nations? Discuss the idea of selling the "mystic" of Alaska.
• Why did Mark Wilson get into the business of selling water and glacier ice?
• What is the role of banks in getting a new business started?
• Why is "doing one's homework" important before doing international trade?
• What happens if "quality control" isn't exercised?
• What did the Japanese want in a ice product to attract them to buy the ice?
• What made the ice "take off" in Japan's market?
• How do middlemen make selling in Japan complex? How does the system work?
• How are some Japanese critical of Alaskan suppliers?
• What problems do Alaskans have in entering Japan's marketplace? (high costs of labor, transportation, not enough cash, are not aggressive enough, Japan's distribution system, and lack of a long term view of doing business)

4. Discuss the concept of "value added". Discuss how value can be added to products by producing them in Alaska for Asian markets. Review why knowledge of the market is vital for adding value.

5. Have students write in their Alaska/Japan Journal about how they might attempt to enter the market place in Japan. Have them write about the difficulties they anticipate and how they will overcome the problems commonly faced by Alaskan suppliers to Japan.
Into the Community:

1. Invite local business persons to class and have them share their international trade experiences. Did they find the same difficulties mentioned by Mark Wilson?

2. Use other resources available in the state to determine Alaskan products marketed in Japan and other parts of Asia. Are any local businesses involved.

Evaluation: Review the Alaska/Japan Journal to check for understanding about the difficulties of doing trade with Japan and special problems encountered by Alaskans.

Enrichment Ideas & Assignments: Have students brainstorm possibilities for marketing the "mystic" of Alaska. What other places have a mystic? Why?
**EATING WITH YOUR EYES**

**Lesson Overview:** This lesson features a video "Eating With Your Eyes" which is available from the Alaska Center for International Business. In recent years, trade with the Pacific Rim has emerged as a way for Alaska to expand and diversify its economy. In this lesson students will examine aspects of international trade through the Alaskan seafood industry and the successes and failures of Alaskan entrepreneurs. This industry is vital to Alaska and annually nearly one billion dollars worth of fish is exported to Japan.

**Recommended Time:** Two to four class periods

**Objectives:** Upon completion of this lesson, the student will:

1. Understand the importance of Alaska's fishery exports.
2. Understand the significance of Japan as a market for Alaska's fish.
3. Understand the importance of gift giving in Japan.
4. Understand areas necessary for building a successful business relationship with the Japanese.

**Materials:** The video tape "Eating With Your Eyes" available from the Alaska Center for International Business, 4201 Tudor Centre Drive, Suite 120, Anchorage, Alaska 99506, (907)-561-2322. Student viewing sheet included in this guide.

**Procedure:**

1. Introduce the video tape "Eating With Your Eyes" to students. Inform them that it is about Alaskans and developed by Alaskans to help others understand about the complexity of conducting international trade.
2. Distribute the student viewing sheet and instruct students to search for the information during their viewing.

3. Show the first part of the video. In that it is 59 minutes long, the tape should be stopped after the first or second of the three segments of the program.

4. Finish showing the video on the second day. Have students complete their information sheet and discuss the information with students.

5. Have students market their own products by using the lesson in this guide called "Japan and Alaska: Public Relations".

6. Have students write their impressions and questions regarding the video tape in their Alaska/Japan Journal.

**Evaluation:** Review the student worksheet and their Alaska Japan Journal to check for understanding and for questions.

*Based on a lesson created by Ray Stein, Mt. Edgecumbe High School*
EATING WITH YOUR EYES
STUDENT VIEWING SHEET*

Directions: The following questions appear in the same order as they are answered in the video. Listen carefully so that you can determine the answers to the following questions.

1. What is the cause of Alaska's current economic crisis?

2. Which foreign nation has most dominated Alaska's fishing industry?

3. Why can't foreign countries now fish in Alaskan waters?

4. In 1987, what was the value of Alaska's fish production?

5. What countries are Alaskans targeting for fish products?

6. What country is the largest market for seafood in the world?

7. How many pounds of fish do Japanese and Americans each consume annually?

8. How is fish an important part of the diet and culture of the Japanese?

9. Does Professor Shibusawa believe that the Japanese market is easy to penetrate? Why or why not?

10. What percentage of Japan's salmon comes from Alaska?
11. What important thing did Seahawk Seafoods have and not have?

12. What three important commitments do the Japanese want?

13. What's wrong, from a Japanese perspective, with pitchforking or shoveling salmon off a beach and onto a truck before processing?

14. How would you describe the Japanese wholesale-retail distribution system?

15. Why do Japanese consumers think Alaskan salmon is fresher than European salmon?

16. What are the biggest problems faced by Seahawk Seafoods?

17. What competition does Norway pose for Alaska's salmon industry?

18. Seafoods from Alaska concentrates on value added fish products. Give examples of these products.

19. What would be a good gift in Japan?

20. What did the Alaskan business persons find the Japanese to value very highly?

*Based on questions developed by Ray Stein, Mt. Edgecumbe High School.*
Lesson Overview: Exports to Japan are becoming an increasingly important part of Alaska's economy. In 1989, Alaska was the only state to have a trading surplus with Japan. Items sent to the Japanese marketplace include items ranging from glacial ice to fish and timber. This lesson will help students to understand the role and importance of international trade and trade between Alaska and Japan.

Recommended Time:

Objectives: Upon completion of this lesson, the student will:

1. Understand the importance of international trade with Japan.
2. Understand the importance of conducting market research to meet the needs of consumers in other parts of the world.
3. Develop a simple market research plan for exporting a selected product to Japan.

Materials: Large sheets of paper or transparencies. The videotape *Eating With Your Eyes* will also be useful. This video is available from the Alaska Center for International Business at 4201 Tudor Center Drive, Suite 120, Anchorage, Alaska 99508

Procedure:

1. Review with students the kinds of products and services that are imported into Alaska and the United States. Compile this list on large sheets of paper or transparencies and save. (Information compiled during the Japan Scavenger Hunt will be useful here)
2. Have students work in small groups of 3-5 to brainstorm items that Alaska could export to Japan. Have the items shared with the entire class. As the lists are shared, challenge students to state why they believe that the item(s) will be of importance to the Japanese consumer. Help them to understand that just because we have something to export, like fish or timber, that the people of Japan may not want to buy it.

3. Introduce the idea of market research and share how it is a useful tool in helping businesses to develop products that consumers may be more inclined to purchase. The video-tape Eating With Your Eyes, available from the Alaska Center for International Business, will assist you in helping students to see why the needs of the consumer are vital for the businessperson to understand in any marketplace.

4. Have the small groups decide how market research could be conducted in another nation like Japan. Have them list problems and issues that might occur when trying to enter the market in Japan.

5. Using the list of possible Alaska trade items created earlier, have each student select one of the resources, goods, or services that they believe might be a good area to develop for trade with Japan. Have the student develop a market research process which they believe will tell them whether their product has potential in Japan or not.

6. Have students develop selected marketing items (advertisements, flyers, posters, etc) that they believe will reflect the needs or wants of the Japanese consumer and help to sell their Alaskan product in Japan. Encourage student creativity and ask students to consider that advertising techniques that work in the U.S. may not work as well elsewhere.

7. Have students reflect, in their Alaska/Japan Journal about why market research is important and any questions or comments that have arisen.
Into the Community: Invite a local businessperson who is exporting to Japan to talk with the class about how they conducted their market research and solved other trading legal, political, and cultural challenges. If there are not local businesses working with Japan, use any company involved with foreign trade.

Evaluation: Review the students marketing research plan and their advertisement to check for understanding. Also review the Alaska/Japan Journal.

Enrichment Ideas & Assignments:

1. Have students research other aspects of conducting trade with Japan. How is money transferred? How does one enter the Japanese "middleman" network? What transportation system will be used? What other nations might be competitors, selling the same product as the student wanted to export? Will Alaskan prices be competitive or not? Why?

2. Have students conduct research into the products that Alaskans are presently exporting to Japan. Are there any surprises on the list? Have the class nominate items which they believe could have a potential in Japan. People can not nominate their own item. Campaign, and/or discuss the items and conduct a class vote to determine which items or products are believed to be of greatest potential.

3. Have students develop a "T" chart (see example below) and discuss the potential advantages and disadvantages of a nation getting involved in international trade.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ω
JAPAN AND ALASKA PUBLIC RELATIONS

Lesson Overview: This lesson has students developing a two-pronged marketing plan for Japan and Alaska. Students will work in pairs and either create a plan for an Alaskan traveling to Japan or for a Japanese citizen traveling to Alaska.

Recommended Time:

Objectives: Upon completion of this lesson, the student will:

1. Research information about Alaska and/or Japan.
2. Develop a plan for marketing the area selected or assigned.
3. Write and present orally their plan for marketing.

Materials: Art materials and resources or audio visual materials (if available).

Procedure:

1. Model for students using Alaska as an example. Discuss the advertising used to "sell" Alaska to other countries. Look at tours, cruises, souvenirs, tourist magazines, and other sources. Review the different techniques of propaganda and advertising.

2. Have students work in pairs to brainstorm information that will be needed to "market" Japan to Alaskans and other U.S. citizens.

3. Have students conduct the research needed and compile their notes on notecards.

4. After gathering their notes, the students will brainstorm ideas for lodging, entertainment, food, transportation, and travel packages for their public relations plan.

5. Have students create a poster, brochure, and souvenir for their country. Other promotional ideas are also welcomed.

6. Have students give their "sales pitch" to the class live or in the form of a 60-second video commercial.
7. Have students write in their Alaska/Japan Journal evaluative comments regarding the presentations. Which were the most effective? Why? What techniques were used?

**Evaluation:** Review the ads, presentation, and materials created by students. Check the Alaska/Japan Journal for analysis of the other advertisements created by the class.

**Enrichment Ideas & Assignments and Into the Community:**

1. Invite a person responsible for public relations to share techniques with the class. Have them also discuss how and why they conduct market analysis.

2. Have students watch television advertisements to determine different advertising techniques. Have them select five ads that they believe are most effective and explain why they find the ads effective.

*Lesson idea contributed by Karen Stapf-Harris, Anderson, Alaska*
Money Measures
Income in Alaska and Japan: Opening Our Eyes

Lesson Overview: Alaska and Japan have two of the highest per capita incomes in the world today. This lesson will acquaint students with the great contrast between incomes in Japan and Alaska and the rest of the world. The Alaska Permanent Fund dividend will be used as a measure with other nations.

Recommended Time: One class period

Objectives: During this class period students will:

1. Compare Alaska and Japan's per capita incomes with other areas of the world.
2. Develop skill in using almanacs and other resources.
3. Develop a value for one's economic circumstances in Alaska.

Materials: Handout or transparency, almanacs

Procedure:

1. Discuss/present/compare the present per capita incomes of Alaska and Japan with other nations of the world.
2. Discuss how high incomes in Alaska and Japan might distort perceptions about the standards of living in other areas of the world.
3. Determine the amount of the present Alaska Permanent Fund dividend. (approximately $900. in 1989) Ask students to list what they know Alaskans to have used their dividend for in recent years.
4. Compile a list of the uses on the board. You may also want students to classify the items as being wants or needs.

5. In pairs, have students determine the number of nations and people having annual per capita incomes less than the Alaskan dividend. (74 nations in 1989 and over 3 billion persons or over 60% of the world's population falls below the dividend amount for an annual per capita income).

6. Have students record their feelings and thoughts in their Alaska/Japan Journal. Students may have some very deep feelings to express as this lesson may shock many in the class.

Into the Community:

1. Have each student survey ten Alaskans to determine how they used their dividend this past year. Compare with the list brainstormed in class.

2. In class, graph the responses to determine whether the dividends were used to meet needs or wants.

3. In groups, have students determine how this money might be used in India, Kenya, China or another nation with a low per capita income.

Evaluation:

1. Have students tell a partner about the contrasts between Alaska, Japan, and the rest of the world in per capita income.

2. Have students write a letter to a person in a third world nation and explain the Alaska dividend and how the student used their last dividend.
Enrichment Ideas & Assignments:

1. Have students research and graph the per capita incomes of Japan and Alaska since World War II. (or graph the Alaskan dividend)

2. Have students write a press release describing the results of their dividend survey and the resulting wants/needs graph.
THAT'S MY OPINION: EDITORIALS ABOUT JAPANESE FINANCIAL INVOLVEMENT IN ALASKA

Lesson Overview: This lesson will have students involved in exploring their own opinions about economic ties between Alaska and Japan. Students will formulate opinions based on facts and articulate their opinions in a newspaper editorial.

Objectives: Upon completion of this lesson the student will:

1. Understand economic ties between Alaska and Japan through listening, speaking, reading, and writing activities.

2. Formulate personal opinions about economic ties between the two countries and be able to articulate those opinions.

3. Understand the concept of editorials (both what they are and how they are useful) and have written one complete editorial.

Time: One to three class periods

Materials: Writing material including paper, pen, chart paper, and word processors if available.

Procedure:

1. Discuss with students the characteristics of an editorial--

   • topics addressed
   • tone of the writer
   • opinion voiced by the writer
   • how the opinion was supported
   • what does the writer wants to result from the editorial
Share with the students on transparencies or print copies sample editorials from a newspaper or magazine. Discuss the characteristics of an editorial in #1 as evidenced in the samples.

2. Have students bring to class a self-selected editorial from a newspaper or magazine that is controversial in nature. Have students share these editorials in small groups, discussing the characteristics of editorials.

3. Following discussion of economic ties between Alaska and Japan, have student brainstorm as a whole group issues about which they have strong opinions. These issues may include the balance of trade between the two nations, Japanese investments in Alaska, specific Japanese purchases in Alaska, the marketing of Japanese and Alaskan goods in respective countries, etc.

4. Assist students in selecting a topic about which they have strong feelings, pro or con. Students may work individually, in pairs, or in small groups to write an editorial reflecting their thinking.

5. Provide adequate time for students to read their first drafts in small group and to gather both peer and teacher response. Students should revise their editorials after gathering response.

6. Have students share their editorial with the class. Discuss the soundness of the editorials in light of the characteristics of editorials reviewed previously.

**Into the Community:** If editorials are of appropriate nature, encourage students to mail them in to a newspaper for potential publication. Have students invite business leaders, elected officials, and/or other community members into the classroom to discuss the issues written about and to share opinions.
**Evaluation:** Have students share their editorial with the class. Discuss each in light of the characteristics of editorials. Editorials may be evaluated on content and correctness. Editorials may be compiled into a class book or mailed to newspapers for potential publication.

**Enrichment Ideas & Assignments:** Have students select a school based topic that is important and timely for them. Write an editorial for the school paper about the issue selected. If a school paper is unavailable, invite the principal to the classroom for a sharing session where opinions and concerns may be given.
Japan Scavenger Hunt

Lesson Overview: This lesson will help students to understand how prevalent Japan is in their daily life. The scavenger hunt will require students to locate evidences of Japan in their life. This lesson can be conducted as a homework assignment or as a classroom/school search.

Recommended Time: One class period or evening/weekend

Objectives: Upon completion of this lesson, the student will:

1. Identify and appreciate how Japan affects the daily life of Alaskans.

2. Understand how cultural diffusion from Japan occurs.

Materials: Paper and pen or pencil

Procedure:

1. Introduce the impact of Japan in school life by pointing out and listing things in the classroom that come from Japan.

2. Assign students, individually or in pairs, the task of collecting data which shows connections between Alaska and Japan. Tell them that this activity will be a scavenger hunt for evidence of Japan in Alaska.

3. Provide examples to broaden students understanding of elements that they might find (eg. weather, techniques used in processing fish, etc.).

4. Have students collect data as a homework assignment overnight or over a weekend.
5. Debrief the data collection in class and discuss the different types of things found. What were the most common items? What were the most unusual?

6. Have students write their impressions from the Japan Scavenger Hunt in their Alaska/Japan Journal.

**Into the Community:** Have students compile and maintain an ongoing list of items evident in the community that link the community and individuals to Japan.

**Evaluation:** Review the Alaska/Japan Journal and the raw data that the students collected during the scavenger hunt.

**Enrichment Ideas & Assignments:**

1. Have students develop a collage of items/evidences of Japan which are found locally.

2. Have students write a short story imagining a day in their life without the identified influences from Japan.

3. Have students graph the frequency distribution of items located in their search. This can be expanded to contrast with the impact of other nations upon Alaska and the United States.
A Yen (¥) for Investing?

Lesson Overview: Investing and international currency exchange are vital components of the global economic structure. This lesson provides opportunities to explore investing in Japan and Alaska and how currency rates of exchange between the dollar ($) and the Yen (¥) affect prices for products traded and investments.

Recommended Time: Two to three class periods and extended work

Objectives: Upon completion of this lesson, the student will:

1. Understand how exchange rates between the dollar and other currencies, specifically the Yen, vary over time.
2. Understand that Alaskans and people all around the world can invest in other nations and businesses from around the world.
3. Differentiate between stocks, mutual funds, bonds and other common investment devices.
4. Compute cost for investments with varying rates of currency exchange.

Materials: Student Information handout of Japanese stock prices and selected quotes of stocks of interest to Alaska, recent editions of the Wall Street Journal, Asian Wall Street Journal, or other publications which provide recent Japanese stock prices and exchange rates. Calculators may also be helpful.

Procedure:

1. Have each of your students imagine that they have just received a $25,000 inheritance. The catch is that they must invest the money. Ask them to do a fastwrite of 2-3 minutes to indicate how they will invest their inheritance. Discuss the options selected by students and record how much money is put into savings accounts, certificates of deposit, stocks, bonds, real estate, and other savings devices. Follow up with an analysis and discussion of how much the students invested in international savings devices.

2. Introduce students to the following terms if they are unfamiliar to the students: Yen (¥), mutual fund, stocks, bonds, treasury bills, and others as discussion arises.
3. Have the students convert their inheritance into Yen (¥) using the current exchange rate. Examples are provided as follows:

\[ ¥248 = $1.00 \quad ¥25,000 \times 248 = ¥6,200,000 \]
\[ ¥160 = $1.00 \quad ¥25,000 \times 160 = ¥4,000,000 \]
\[ ¥125 = $1.00 \quad ¥25,000 \times 125 = ¥3,125,000 \]

4. Have students practice turning Yen into dollars using the current exchange rate.

5. Discuss how Alaskans and other Americans can invest in Japan through a number of investment devices. In the discussion discuss how investment can be made in Japan through stocks, mutual funds, bonds and even in currency itself. A local broker may be helpful as a guest presenter, if available, to discuss these investment devices.

6. Provide students with the list of stocks and fund prices provided on the student handout. The list includes both investments in Japan and stocks of interest to Alaskans. This handout also provides the investment prices and the exchange rate existing between the Yen (¥) and U.S. Dollar at various times.

7. Have students invest their $25,000 in the investments listed on the handout. Recent information on prices for stocks, mutual funds, bonds, treasury bills, and other investments is available in the Wall Street Journal, Asian Wall Street Journal, or in other comprehensive newspapers. Normal investment costs such as brokerage fees and the "load" on some mutual funds should be deducted as investment expenses. Normal investment profits such as dividends and interest should be added.

8. Have students track their investments over an extended period of time. You may want to allow them to switch investments and to conduct other normal investment strategies over the period of the simulation. They should record their investment values in their Alaska/Japan Journal and graph the progress also. Have the graph reflect the beginning $25,000 and track the progress of the investments.

9. After completion of this lesson, have students record information about the investments they have selected and why they believe that their choice is a good one in their Alaska/Japan Journal.

Into the Community:

1. Have students research local companies/corporations that issue stock and/or bonds. They may also want to identify national or international corporations that are evident in their community.
2. Have a local company or stockbroker present on how/why stock is issued and how an individual could invest in stocks, mutual funds, etc.

**Evaluation:** Review the student work in the Alaska/Japan Journal to understand their investment rationale and understanding of various types of investment.

**Enrichment Ideas & Assignments:**

1. Using various investment magazines and information available from stock brokers, have students write to various Japanese, U.S. corporations, or leading international mutual funds, to request copies of annual reports. Review these reports with students to help them to understand the information provided in these reports. Have students compare the information from various reports and determine who has grown the fastest. Why? Which would have been the best investment five years ago. Why?

2. Have students research and graph exchange rates between the U.S. Dollar and the Yen since World War II. Other major currencies may also be added (eg. Mark, Lira, Pound, Franc, Canadian Dollar) and graphed. Have students write about their findings.
**A YEN (¥) FOR INVESTING**

**STUDENT INFORMATION SHEET**

**DIRECTIONS:** This sheet provides you with various Alaska and Japan stock and mutual fund prices, and exchange rates. Use this information as directed by your teacher.

### Selected Japanese Stock Prices* (in yen ¥)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Exchange Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Canon Inc.</td>
<td>1760</td>
<td>NTT 1140000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casio Computer</td>
<td>1630</td>
<td>Nintendo 20300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dai-ichi Kangyo</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>Pioneer Electronics 5960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuji Photo Film</td>
<td>4200</td>
<td>Sony 8530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honda Motor</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>Suzuki Motor 925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan Air Line (JAL)</td>
<td>16700</td>
<td>Toyota Motor 2410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minolta</td>
<td>1020</td>
<td>Yamaha 1810</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Selected Stocks of Alaskan Interest* (in U.S. Dollars $)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Exchange Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alaska Air</td>
<td>21 7/8</td>
<td>MAPCO 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCO</td>
<td>12 7/8</td>
<td>McDonalds 31 3/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arctic Alaska</td>
<td>7 1/4</td>
<td>Pacific Telecom 27 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Petroleum (BP)</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>JC Penney 63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chevron</td>
<td>67 3/8</td>
<td>Sears 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exxon</td>
<td>46 1/2</td>
<td>Tesoro 7 7/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Express</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>Unocal 29 1/2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Japanese Mutual Funds* (Offer price in U.S. Dollars $)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Funds</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dimensional Funds-Japan</td>
<td>29.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT Global-Japan</td>
<td>14.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan Growth</td>
<td>15.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan Income</td>
<td>9.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Exchange rates (¥/US$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>360 ¥=$1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>128 ¥=$1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>159 ¥=$1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Exchange rates and prices per share taken at closing price on May 7, 1990.
Lesson Overview: Land values vary greatly around the world today. Tokyo, Japan has the highest land values of anywhere on earth. Land inflation in Japan had driven up costs so that Japan had 60% of all the total land value of the world in mid-1990. This lesson integrates economic understanding with math and other areas to have students understand how expensive it can be to meet basic human needs in different areas of the world today.

Recommended Time: One class period (can be expanded)

Objectives: Upon completion of this lesson, the student will:

1. Practice decision making about meeting basic human needs.
2. Use math and current information to understand living costs for housing.
3. Understand how supply and demand impacts land values.
4. Understand why and how land values/rent change over time and space.

Materials: Paper, calculators (if available), pencils, local and/or urban newspapers.

Procedure:

1. Discuss land prices locally. What does a home sell/rent for in the local community? What is the square footage of these homes or apartments/etc.?
2. Have students divide into pairs with paper/calculators available to compute various mathematical situations.
3. Give students a examples of local homes for sale, the cost, and the square footage. Have them determine the cost per square foot to buy and/or rent. Examples are readily available in newspapers. The cost for a square foot is determined by the following simple formula: \( \text{cost per square foot} = \frac{\text{land cost}}{\text{square footage}} \)
4. Have students compute various situations for renting or buying. Record the findings.

5. Have students determine (estimate) the amount of square footage that they would need to meet basic needs for themselves. Record the findings on the board and determine the mean, median, and extremes for the class.

6. At local average rates, how much would it cost to rent or buy housing in your local community or another Alaska Community? Have students compute these costs.

7. Discuss with students how land costs vary in different communities in Alaska and the United States. Discuss how supply and demand affect prices for renting or buying a place to live or office space.

8. Contrast the information about local land costs/rental with Japan where the following situation exists according to the April 22, 1990 issue of the Anchorage Times:

   • Sixty percent of the world's total land value is in Japan, a nation with only 0.3% of the world's land mass.

   • Office space in Tokyo rents for an average of $191 a year for a square foot. This compares to $156 in London and $64 in New York.

   • An average size house of about 960 square feet, an hour commute from central Tokyo costs $378,000. Inside Tokyo costs above $632,000 for houses.

   • Some Japanese banks offer 100 year housing loans that can be passed down through generations.

9. Have students write about the costs of housing in Alaska/Japan and contrast the living situations in their Alaska/Japan Journal.

**Into the Community:** Have a local real estate agent discuss local land and housing costs. Ask how supply and demand has impacted local prices in recent years? Ask how local land/housing values compare with other areas that the agent is familiar with. What local events may impact local land values in the future?

**Evaluation:** Review the students writing in the Alaska/Japan Journal to determine their understanding of how supply and demand affects land and housing costs.
Enrichment Ideas & Assignments:

1. Have students graph the land values they determined. These graphs can be developed by hand or by computer programs which are readily available.

2. Have students use newspapers from around the nation and from the past to expand their understanding of how land values change over time and space. This data can also be graphed on bar graphs.
Lesson Overview: Japanese, Korean, and Taiwanese fisherpersons are the chief users of drift nets in the Pacific. These nets stretch from six to over forty miles in length and their use has been surrounded by controversy. This is due to the fact that many fish, porpoises, and sea mammals are trapped in the nets and killed uselessly. The controversy of Asian boats in Alaskan waters using drift nets has repeatedly surfaced as a problem. This lesson has students investigating the issue from a number of perspectives.

Recommended Time: Two class periods

Objectives: Upon completion of this lesson the student will:

1. Understand the international problems/issues incurred by driftnet fishing in Alaskan waters.

2. Problem solve, through a negotiations process, a drift net issue.

Materials: Articles of Japan/Alaska drift net fishing perspectives

Procedure:

1. Divide the class into small groups of 3-4 students each. Have each group represent either Alaskan or Japanese interests in drift net fishing. Basically the Alaskan groups will be opposing the use of drift nets and the Japanese representatives will favor. Provide groups with appropriate background information or have them conduct research. Have students determine their initial bargaining stance.

2. Allow Alaska/Japan groups to pair up in a simulated negotiations session to address the drift net problem. Each side should present their perspective on the issue in the first session.
3. Have teams caucus as needed to determine further bargaining stance(s) and negotiate a settlement. If a settlement is not reached have students present their final stance, rationale, projected results, and probable repercussions.

4. Have students record their thoughts, questions, and feelings in their Alaska/Japan Journal.

**Into the Community:** Interview local persons involved with the fishing industry to determine the effects and benefits of Asian drift net fishing upon the local (Alaskan) economy.

**Evaluation:** Review the Alaska/Japan Journal to determine the level of student understanding.

**Enrichment Ideas & Assignments:** Have students write an essay in the year 2025 on the long term impact that drift net fishing has had on global fish stocks.
Alaska and Japan Today

Lesson Overview: This lesson brings the events of today in Alaska and Japan into the classroom. The primary purpose is to identify current relationships, issues, and events of importance to the two areas. This lesson will be appropriate at the beginning of Alaska/Japan studies.

Recommended Time: One class period or short time segments in multiple classes

Objectives: Upon completion of this lesson (study) the student will:

1. Understand important issues and relationships existing today between Alaska and Japan.

2. Use newspapers, magazines, and other media to keep informed about current Alaska/Japan issues.

Materials: Newspapers, magazines, and other news media

Procedure:

1. Tell students that they will be responsible for reading and research about current events and developments that affect Alaska, Japan, and the United States. Situations affecting the relationships between Japan and the U.S. are of great importance during this unit.

2. Review sources for current information about Alaska, U.S. and Japan. (eg. magazines, television, newspapers, newsletters, etc.)

3. Have students form teams which will be responsible for maintaining an Alaska/Japan bulletin board. New teams should be responsible each week and the board updated daily.

4. The teams should also give brief daily reports on events of significance to Japan and Japan/U.S./Alaska relationships. Reports should be brief and follow up discussion conducted by the teacher as needed to provide background information.

Into the Community: Have the class maintain a file or special bulletin board for events tied to Japan which are of special interest to the local community.
**Evaluation:** Have students record their interpretations and questions about Alaska/Japan current events in their Alaska/Japan Journal. Check periodically for understanding.

**Enrichment Ideas & Assignments:**

1. Have students write letters to the editor commenting on issues of importance to Alaska/Japan relationships.

2. Poll the community for current attitudes about issues facing Alaska, Japan, and the United States.

3. When issues of conflict arise between Alaska or the United States and Japan, have students write news reports about the conflict from the Japanese point of view.
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JAPANESE WALL HANGING

LESSON PLAN
by Rocky Johnson, Ninilchik
Elaine Hantz, Anchorage
Carol Krein, Anchorage
Margaret Lovejoy, Mat-Su

OBJECTIVES:
1. Students will recognize Haiku poetry form
2. Students will be able to write a Haiku
3. Students will understand that Japanese characters are like picture words
4. Students will have some understanding of wall hanging art form

RECOMMENDED TIME: Four class periods

Day 1

MATERIALS NEEDED: Structure of Haiku
Examples of Haiku
List of Words

PROCEDURE:
1. Explain the structure of Haiku.
2. Show and discuss the examples of Haiku.
3. Have the class create a Haiku on the blackboard.

HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENT:
Write your own Haiku poem. You must use 2 or 3 words from the list that was provided. Copy it neatly and be prepared to read it aloud in class the following day.

Day 2

MATERIALS NEEDED: 1 - 5x7 unlined card for each student

PROCEDURE:
1. Set Mood: (Optional) Japanese music softly playing in the background
2. Instruct the students to stand one at a time, bow, then read their poem to the class.
3. Ask the class about the clarity of the poem. Make suggestions etc.
4. Upon completion of hearing the poems, handout the 5x7 cards. Have the students copy their corrected Haiku onto the card NEATLY and PROPERLY punctuated.
HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENT:
Draw a sketch (picture) to illustrate your Haiku. The drawing should be about 6"x8". The Picture is due on day 3.

Day 3.

MATERIAL NEEDED:
For each student:
- Scroll paper
- 1 ink pen
- 3 or 4 crayons

PROCEDURE:
1. Distribute the items listed above.
2. Instruct the students to place their 5x7 card on the top 1/3 of the paper.
3. Next place the picture on the middle 1/3 of the paper.
   Ask them: Do you like the placement? Make it pleasing to you!
4. Discuss balance possibilities with the students as to location of the picture and the poem on the paper.
5. Before you start printing your poem leave at least 3 inches at the top.
6. CAREFULLY copy your Haiku onto the top 1/3 of the paper.
7. Next, draw your sketch in color in the middle 1/3 of the scroll.

HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENT:
Finish the scroll.

Day 4.

MATERIALS NEEDED:
- Japanese Characters
- Black Pens
- Dowels (cut 1 to 2" wider than the paper)
- Glue
- Yarn

PROCEDURE:
1. Discussion of characters as picture words.
2. Ask students to locate the 2 or 3 characters on the sheet that are present in their poem.
3. Copy the 2 or 3 characters onto the scroll someplace pleasing. Color in black ink.
4. Put glue on the dowel and attach the paper.
5. Attach the yarn to the dowel.
6. Hang on the wall and enjoy.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>River</th>
<th>Sun</th>
<th>Snow</th>
<th>Woods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>川</td>
<td>日</td>
<td>雪</td>
<td>森</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree</td>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>Moon</td>
<td>Leaves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>木</td>
<td>火</td>
<td>月</td>
<td>葉</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blossom</td>
<td>Water</td>
<td>Rain</td>
<td>Earth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>桜</td>
<td>水</td>
<td>雨</td>
<td>土</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountain</td>
<td>Rice Field</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Man</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>山</td>
<td>田</td>
<td>白</td>
<td>人</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer</td>
<td>Eye</td>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>Cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>日</td>
<td>目</td>
<td>春</td>
<td>雲</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Word List**

- river
- Sun
- Snow
- woods
- tree
- fire
- moon
- leaves
- blossom
- water
- rain
- earth
- mountain
- rice field
- white
- man
- summer
- eye
- spring
- cloud
Haiku

The poetry form of haiku was developed in Japan and later became popular in the United States. It tells a story or makes a picture in your mind of something that happens in nature. Many descriptive words are used in this seventeen-syllable poem. Usually haiku is written in three lines.

Line 1: tells where the poem takes place (5 syllables)

Line 2: tells what is going on (7 syllables)

Line 3: an ending or feeling is written (5 syllables)
The ancient pond
A frog leaps in
The sound of water

furuike ya
kawazu tobikomu
mizuno oto
Tiny golden fish
Swim swiftly through the waters
Of your river home.
Japanese Culture
Lesson Plan
by Connie Goltz, Sonia Holmes, Chris Bowden, Yuko Koga, Fred Colvin, and Trena Richardson
6/14/90

Rationale: To introduce students to one aspect of Japanese culture - the art of Japanese paper folding. This particular activity could be used as an introductory activity to Sadako and the 1000 Paper Cranes or it could be used as a follow-up activity after reading this story.

Lesson: Origami - Japanese Paper Folding: Making a Paper Crane

Materials Needed: Origami Paper or Wrapping Paper cut in 6" squares, Directions for Folding paper, the book Sadako and the 1000 Paper Cranes.

Objectives: To experience Japanese culture through the art of Japanese paper folding.

Procedure:
1. Introduction of activity. (If you can, find a guest who is knowledgeable about origami to present this activity.)
2. Instructor will demonstrate folding paper to make a crane.
3. Pass out origami paper.
4. Step by step the instructor will lead the students through the folding of a paper crane.

Enrichment Activities:
1. Write a haiku to describe your crane.
2. Read Sadako and the 1000 Paper Cranes.
3. Introduce other Japanese stories.
4. Try other paper folding activities.
CRANE BASE

You could say that the crane is the model for all other origami figures, since folding it involves so many of the basic techniques. Follow the arrows and fold the figure, remembering to make each fold and crease neat and exact.

Figs. 1-5 enable you to make a crane like this with a piece of paper the size of the one below.

1. Bring corners together exactly.

2. Lift the upper flap.

3. Figure on the left shows you the creases you will have after reaching picture 6.

4. Bring corners together exactly.

5. a (c) d (b)
Flatten to form a rhombus.

Pull all the way open and fold along the creases.

Lift the top sheet at b.

Fold to the center.

Fold the flaps back and forth to make good creases.
Fold the flaps back and forth to make good creases.

Fold the flaps back and forth to make good creases.

Pull all the way open like... 

Creasing as directed in Figs. 1 and 2 gives you flexible base line creases that will make folding the figure easy when, for example, later you have to turn a valley fold into a mountain fold.

Fold along the crease and the way open.
Pocket fold to form the head.
Fix the angle and straighten the tip.
Make a pocket fold from the neck.
Now fold the other side.
Puff up the pack by blowing through the hole in the underside.
Pocket fold to form the tail.
Japanese Tea Ceremony

by Joyce Fish (Wasilla High School), Judy Christensen (Ketchikan High School), and Bernice Kelley (Clark Junior High School).

Introduction
This is a lesson on one aspect of the Japanese traditional culture. It is easy to think of Japan in terms of advanced electronics, computers, automated factories, neon signs, traffic congestion; that is, all the trappings of a modern industrial nation.

However, for most Japanese, tradition continues to play a very influential role. Flower arranging, tea ceremony, the Japanese tea garden are still very much a part of the culture, and this is the dichotomy of Japan. In the midst of the modern world, the Japanese value their heritage.

The tea ceremony, first introduced to Japan around the 8th century from China, flourished by the 16th century, and exemplifies Japanese adaptation of things Chinese. It is an art that celebrates the Japanese love of nature, calmness, rusticity, and grace. It has influenced architecture, gardening, and flower arranging.

The tea ceremony is an art to be attained by young women before marriage, and large numbers of people practice it for their own relaxation. This is the embodiment of the Japanese people's striving for recognition of the true beauty in plainness and simplicity. Source: Higashiyama Saihoji Temple, Kyoto, Japan

Concept
Traditional Value

Objectives
At the end of this activity the student should
1. be able to describe, in general, the steps or rules of tea ceremony.
2. be able to identify the tools used in the tea ceremony.
3. be able to describe some of the mood and meaning of the tea ceremony.

Materials
1 copy of Tea Ceremony handout per student
Overhead Projector
Transparency of the Tea Ceremony handout
Tea Service and Tools, if available
Small Napkins
Green Tea
1 Evaluation/Worksheet per student
Chanoyu: Japanese Tea Ceremony Worksheet

Age Level
All ages
Junior High

Evaluation
1. Quiz: adapt chanoyu worksheet
2. Writing assignment
Procedure

1. Brainstorm: Introduce the lesson by asking students what they think of when they think of the Japanese people. Most answers will refer to technology and industry. Write their responses on the board.
   Explain that they will be learning about one of the themes of Japanese life which is TRADITIONAL VALUES.
   Lecture on history of the tea ceremony.

2. Handout on chanoyu: Japanese tea ceremony. We suggest that teachers adapt the worksheet according to grade and ability level.

3. Explain the meaning of the Tea Ceremony using the information on the introduction to this lesson plan.

4. Proceed with the Tea Ceremony using the steps on the handout. We suggest that you use a transparency on an overhead projector because it will make following the steps easier for your students.
   The ceremony is performed with both the server and the guests in a kneeling position. Remember, shoes are always removed. It is a Japanese custom.
The tradition of tasting tea was originated in China in about the 8th century and it was brought to Japan by Zen Buddhist priests at the end of the Heian Period (12th century). In the beginning Zen Sect priests used it to prevent drowsiness during their long hours of meditation. The popularization of tea-drinking among the people began early in the 14th century.

A Zen priest by the name of Sen Rikyu (1521-1591) established the tea ceremony in its present form under the protection of Shogunate Toyotomi Hideyoshi. Sen Rikyu had the idea of Wakei-Sei-Jaku as the essentials of the tea ceremony. This is the embodiment of Japanese people's intuitive striving for recognition of the true beauty in plainness and simplicity. "Such terms as calmness, rusticity, gracefulness," or the phrase aestheticism of austere simplicity and refined poverty may help to define the true spirit of the tea ceremony.

In the Edo Period (18th century), many schools of tea ceremony came up, differing from each other in the details of the rules, but maintaining the essence of the ceremony which the great master had instituted.

A spoon made of bamboo or ivory for use in putting powdered tea from the caddy to the bowl.

A whisk made of palm bamboo, which is used to beat or knead a mixture of powdered tea and hot water.

A tea-caddy, a tiny receptacle for powdered tea used in the tea-room, being one of the most important articles in the tea ceremony.

A dipper made of bamboo or wood. A bamboo dipper is used in the tea-room for the kettle. A wooden dipper is provided for the stone basin.
THE TEA-CEREMONY

HOW TO DRINK TEA:

1. When you are served with a cup of tea, you should place the cup just inside the black border of the tatami.
2. If someone is on your right, you should place the cup on the right side and ask him, "Would you like another cup?"
3. If, however, you yourself are on the right, you put your cup on your left and should say, "Excuse me, being served first."
4. Before drinking the tea, you put the cap in front of you again and say to your host, "I accept this with thanks."
5. You will first pick up the cup with the right hand.
6. You then place it on the palm of your left hand.
7. Bow when grasping the cup.
8. Before drinking the tea, turn the cup a little by grasping the lip of the cup with your right hand in order to avoid the front of the cup, the most beautiful part of the cup.
9. After having drunk the tea, clean the part your lips touched with the thumb and the index finger.
10. You then wipe your finger tips on a piece of paper especially provided.
11. Turn the cup so that the most beautiful part is facing to you as before.
12. Then put it outside the black border of the tatami.
13. Now you should study the form of the cup while putting both hands on the tatami.
14. Pick up the cup in your hands and look at it carefully.
15. After having admired the beauty of the cup, return it to the place where it was first served you.

HIGASHIYAMA SAIHOJI TEMPLE
KYOTO, JAPAN.
**Cha-no-yu (the tea ceremony) or Sado (lit. the way of tea) was introduced to Japan from China and perfected by Master Sen-no Rikyu based on the spirit of Zen in the 16th century.**

**Kama & Furo (Kettle & Brazier):**
The kama, which contains the water, is placed on the furo to boil. In the winter, a ro, or inset hearth, is exposed by removing part of the floorboards.

**Mizutashi:** A jug. The water in the mizutashi is used to wash the chawan (teacup) or poured into the kama.

**Chawan:** A teacup or tea bowl.

**Usuki or Natsume:** A lacquerware container for usucha (powdered tea).

**Chashaku:** A spoon to stir the tea.

**Furo:**  A pot in which the water used to wash the chawan is poured.

**Kensui:** A ladle to pour the water.

**A Cha-no-yu Utensils**

For Japanese people, cha-no-yu is a mental discipline for pursuing "wabi" (a state of mind in which a person is calm and content, with a profound simplicity), and is at the same time a performance in which form and grace are paramount.

*Wabi* See page 182.

**Tea ceremony**

Pour the hot water from the kama into the chawan using the chashaku.

**Procedure for preparing and serving tea**

1. Pour the hot water from the kama into the chawan using the chashaku.
2. Stir with the chashen.
3. For cha no yu, a special powdered green tea called matcha is used.
4. Rotate the chawan clockwise three times with the right hand.
5. After drinking the tea, wipe the part of the chawan which the lips touched with the right hand, and rotate the chawan counterclockwise, then return it to the host.
6. Bow and receive the chawan with the right hand, and place it on the palm of the left hand.

How to drink the tea and return it to the host.
CHANOYU: JAPANESE TEA CEREMONY

I. DIRECTIONS: Identify and put the important events in the history of the Japanese tea ceremony on this timeline. Place the date of each event on the line next to the event and place the corresponding letter above the line.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nara Period</th>
<th>Heian Period</th>
<th>Kamakura Period</th>
<th>Ashikaga Period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>710-784</td>
<td>794-1185</td>
<td>1185-1333</td>
<td>1333-1573</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. _______ Tea was introduced into Japan from China.
B. _______ The Zen sect of Buddhism was introduced into Japan from China.
C. _______ The tea ceremony was brought to Japan by Zen Buddhist priest Sen-no-Rikyu established the form in which chano yu is practiced today.
D. _______ __________

II. Match the name and description of each utensil to its picture.

A. chashaku
   A spoon made of bamboo or ivory for use in putting powdered tea from the caddy to the bowl.

B. chasen
   A whisk made of palm bamboo, which is used to beat or knead a mixture of powdered tea and hot water.

C. chaire
   A tea-caddy, a tiny receptacle for powdered tea used in the tea-room, being one of the most important articles in the tea ceremony.

D. hishaku
   A dipper made of bamboo or wood. A bamboo dipper is used in the tea-room for the kettle. A wooden dipper is provided for the stone basin.
WRITING ASSIGNMENT

1. Write a paragraph expressing the mood of the Tea Ceremony. How did it make you feel?

2. Describe one idea that you had about the Japanese people that changed. Please explain thoroughly.
Resources


Chanoyu - Tea Ceremony. Pamphlet #05507-0388 (Facts About Japan) available when in stock at the Consulate General of Japan, Anchorage, AK.


This lesson plan works well with Carol Gluck's Central Themes for a Unit on Japan.
SOCRATIC SEMINARS
for
PACIFIC RIM THEMES

LESSON OVERVIEW: A Socratic Seminar is designed to allow students to engage in meaningful and insightful dialogue. They provide a forum for free and indepth group discussion while enabling individual input.

RECOMMENDED TIME: One to two days for group discussion on selected reading.

PROCEDURE: Allow for appropriate reading time for selection at hand. The teacher should act as a "guiding force" in the discussion without infringing upon or passing judgement on each student's insights. Rather, the teacher needs to make a conscious effort to allow for student expression and individuality of thought while attempting to point out ambiguities and inconsistencies in the student's reasoning. In other words, do not dominate the dialogue.

POSSIBLE FORMAT:

After the students have read the story and discussion is about to begin, place the following "word-pairs" on the chalkboard. The students are to then copy these down on a sheet of paper and place a checkmark beside which of the two words best describes the story. (They will repeat this for all five word-pairs).

- deception...revelation
- identity...Images
- conscious...subconscious
- passivity...assertiveness
- ambiguity...certainty

After the students have completed this task, begin the discussion by asking one student which of the word-pairs begs their attention or they find confusing. This should immediately draw attention to the story and get the dialogue rolling.

Other items / issues to consider...
- What is the theme of the story? (multiple?)
- What is the conflict in the story? & Man vs. Man
  & Man vs. Himself
  & Man vs. Society
  & Man vs. Nature
- Did the story change your perspective on any issues?
When Genji the Resplendent, the greatest seducer ever to have astounded Asia, reached his fiftieth year, he realized that the time had come to begin his death. His second wife, Murasaki, Princess Wisteria, whom he had loved so deeply throughout so many conflicting infidelities, had preceded him into one of those paradises for the dead who have acquired some sort of merit during the course of this changing and difficult life, and Genji felt tormented by his inability to remember her smile, exactly as it was, or even that certain point she would make before breaking into tears. His third wife, the Princess of the Western Palace, had been unfaithful to him with a young kinsmen, just as he, in the days of his youth, had deceived his father with an adolescent empress. The same play began once more on the world's stage, but he knew that this time the role chosen for him would be that of an aging lover, in which case he preferred to play the role of ghost. For that reason, he distributed his worldly possessions, pensioned off his servants, and went off to end his days in a hermit's abode that he had ordered built upon the mountainside. One last time he crossed the city, followed only by two or three devoted friends who could not bear to say farewell to him, and thereby to their own youth. In spite of the early hour, the women...
were already pressing their faces against the slender lattices of the shutters. They whispered out loud that Genji was still very handsome, and this proved to the Prince once again that it was high time he left.

It took them three days to reach the retreat set in the midst of the wild countryside. The hut stood at the foot of a century-old maple tree; it was autumn, the leaves of the beautiful tree lined the brown straw roof with a golden thatch. Life in this lonely spot turned out to be simpler and harder than the long exile in foreign lands which Genji had undergone during his tempestuous youth, and this refined nobleman finally was able to let his soul fully enjoy the supreme luxury of possessing nothing. Soon the early cold weather announced itself; the mountainside was covered in snow like the ample folds of soft winter clothing, and mist shrouded out the sun. From dawn to dusk, by the thin light of a miserly brazier, Genji read the Scriptures and found in the austere verses a flavor that even the most moving love poems now lacked. But soon he realized that his sight was growing dim, as if all the tears he had shed over his fragile mistresses had burned out his eyes, and he was forced to realize that for him darkness would begin before death.

From time to time, a frozen courier would arrive from the capital, tapping his feet swollen with weariness and frostbite, and would respectfully deliver the messages from Genji’s family and friends who wished to visit him once more in this life, before the uncertain and endless meetings in other existences to come. But Genji was afraid of inspiring in his guests pity or respect, two feelings he abhorred and to which he much preferred oblivion. He would shake his head sadly, and this Prince famous for his talent both as poet and as calligrapher would send the messenger back with a blank sheet of paper. Little by little, the dealings with the capital became fewer; the wheel of seasonal holidays continued to turn far from the Prince who used to orchestrate them with a tap of his fan, and Genji, letting himself drift shamelessly into the sadness of solitude, made his eyesight increasingly worse because he no longer felt ashamed of crying.

Two or three of his old mistresses had offered to come and share his loneliness so full of memories. The tenderest letters were from the Lady-from-the-Village of Falling Flowers, an ex-concubine of middle class birth and mediocre beauty. She had faithfully served as lady-in-waiting to Genji’s other wives, and for eighteen years she had loved the Prince without ever tiring of her suffering. From time to time she would visit him at nightfall, and these encounters, rare as stars on a rainy night, had sufficed to light up the poor life of the Lady-from-
the Village of Falling Flowers. With no illusions about her beauty, or her intelligence, or her birth, the Lady alone among so many of Genji’s mistresses felt gently grateful toward him, because she did not believe it was natural for him to have loved her.

Seeing that her letters remained unanswered, she hired a modest train of servants and had them take her to the hut of the solitary Prince. Timidly she pushed open the door of interwoven branches; she knelt down with a humble little laugh, to apologize for being there. This happened at a time when Genji could still recognize his visitors’ faces, if they came quite close. A bitter rage overtook him at the sight of this woman who awakened in him the sharpest memories of days gone by, not so much because of her own presence, but mainly because her sleeves still bore the perfume used by his late wives. She sadly begged him to keep her by his side, at least as a handmaid. Merciless for the first time in his life, Genji drove her away, but she had remained friends with the handful of old men who waited on the Prince, and from time to time they gave her news of him. She, cruel for the first time in her life, watched from a distance the progress of Genji’s blindness, as a woman impatient to meet her lover waits for night to fall completely.

When she learned that he was almost totally blind, she discarded her city robes and put on a short coarse dress such as young peasant girls wear; she did up her hair in country-girl fashion, and she picked up a bundle of cloths and pottery, like those sold in village fairs. Dressed up in this manner, she asked to be taken where the voluntary exile lived, among wild deer and forest peacocks. The last stretch of the road she walked, so that the dirt and the weariness of the journey would help her play her part.

The tender spring rains fell from the heavens on the soft earth, drowning the last glimmers of dusk; it was the hour when Genji, wrapped in his strict monk’s cloak, slowly made his way along the path from which his old servants had cleared even the smallest pebble, to prevent him from tripping. His vacant face, betraying no emotion, tarnished by blindness and the encroachments of old age, seemed like a leaden mirror whose beauty reflected only itself, and the Lady from the Village of Falling Flowers had no need to feign tears.

The sound of a woman sobbing startled Genji, and he slowly turned toward the source of the weeping. “Woman, who are you?” he asked uneasily.

“I am Ukifune, daughter of So-Irei, a farmer,” said the Lady, not forgetting to put on a village accent. “I went into the city with my mother, to buy some material and a few pots, because I am to
be married on the next moon. But I lost my way along the mountain paths, and I am crying because I am afraid of the wild boars, and the demons, and the lust of men, and the ghosts of the dead."

"You are soaking wet, my child," said the Prince, placing a hand on her shoulder.

She was indeed sodden, down to her very bones. The touch of that hand, so well known, made her tremble from the tip of her hair to the toe of her naked foot, but Genji thought that it was the cold that made her shiver.

"Come into my hut," the Prince continued in an enticing voice. "You can warm yourself by my fire, even though it contains more ashes than coals."

The Lady followed him, carefully imitating the clumsy walk of a peasant. Both crouched down by the almost dead fire. Genji stretched his hands toward the warmth, but the Lady hid her fingers, too delicate for a country girl.

"I am blind," sighed Genji after a moment. "You can, without any scruples, take off your wet clothes, my child, and warm your naked body by my fire."

Meekly the Lady took off her peasant's dress. The fire lent a blush to her slender body, which seemed carved in the palest amber.

Suddenly Genji murmured: "I have deceived you, my child, because I am not yet totally blind. I can make you out through a mist that is perhaps nothing but the halo of your own beauty. Let me put my hand on your still-trembling arm."

Thus the Lady-from-the-Village-of-Falling-Flowers became once again the mistress of the Prince, of Prince Genji, whom she had humbly loved for more than eighteen years. She did not forget to feign the tears and shyness of a young girl with her first love. Her body had remained surprisingly youthful, and the Prince's eyesight was too weak to make out her few gray hairs.

When their embraces ended, the Lady knelt before the Prince and said: "I have deceived you, Prince. I am indeed Ukifune, daughter of So-Hei, the farmer, but I did not lose my way in the mountain. Prince Genji's fame has reached the village, and I have come here of my own accord, in order to discover love in your arms."

Genji rose with difficulty, like a pine tree waver ing under the blows of the wind and cold. He cried out in a wheezing voice: "Woe to you who have brought to my mind the image of my worst enemy, the beautiful Prince of fiery eyes whose image keeps me awake at night... Go!"

And the Lady-from-the-Village-of-Falling-Flowers left, regretting her mistake.

During the following weeks, Genji remained alone, in pain. He realized with disappointment that
he was still caught in the snares of this world, and felt barely prepared for the relinquishing and the renewal expected in the next. The visit of farmer So-Imi's daughter had awakened in him an old taste for these creatures with slim wrists, long conical breasts, sad and docile laughter. Since blindness began to steal over him, his sense of touch had become his only means of reaching the beauty of the world, and the landscapes into which he had escaped to seek solace comforted him no longer, because the murmur of a stream is more monotonous than the voice of a woman, and the curves of hills and the wisps of clouds are made for those who can see, and hover too far away to allow us to caress them.

Two months later, the Lady-from-the-Village-of-Falling-Flowers tried once again. This time she dressed and perfumed herself carefully, but she deliberately arranged her garments to seem a little too tight-fitting and too coyly elegant, and her perfume to be discreet but commonplace, suggesting the lack of imagination of a young woman from an honorable province clan who had never been to court.

On this occasion, she engaged porters and an imposing chair, which lacked, however, the latest city improvements. She contrived to reach the environs of Genji's hut after nightfall. Summer had preceded her into the mountain. Genji, seated at the foot of the maple tree, was listening to the crickets sing.

She came close to him, half hiding her face behind a fan, and murmured in confusion: "I am Chijo, wife of Sukazu, a nobleman of the seventh rank from the province of Yamato. I left on a pilgrimage to the Temple of Ise, but one of my porters has just hurt his foot, and I cannot continue on my way until dawn. Show me a hut where I might pass the night without fear of slander, and where my servants may rest."

"Where is a young woman better protected from slander than in the house of a blind old man?" said the Prince bitterly. "My hut is too small for your servants, who can settle down under this tree, but I will let you have the only mattress in my retreat."

He rose, feeling his way, to lead her. Not once did he lift his eyes toward her, and by this sign she realized that he was now fully blind. When she was lying on the mattress of dry leaves, Genji again took up his melancholy post at the door of the hut. He felt sad; he did not even know whether the young woman was beautiful.

The night was warm and clear. The moon gave a pale hue to the uplifted face of the blind man, who seemed carved in white jade.

After a long moment, the Lady left her forest bedding and came to join him on the doorstep. She
said with a sigh: "The night is lovely and I am not sleepy. Allow me to sing one of the songs of which my heart is full."

And without waiting for an answer, she sang a ballad the Prince loved well, having heard it often in times gone by from the lips of his favorite wife, Princess Wisteria. Genji, with a heavy heart, listlessly drew near the stranger. "Where are you from, young lady, you who know the songs that were loved in my youth? Harp on which old-fashioned tunes are played, let me lay a hand on your strings."

And he caressed her hair. After a moment, he asked: "Alas, is your husband not younger and more handsome than I am, young lady from Yamator?"

"My husband is less handsome and seems not as young as you" was the Lady from-the-Village-of-Falling-Flowers's simple answer.

In this fashion, the Lady, in her new disguise, became the mistress of Prince Genji, to whom she had once belonged. In the morning she helped him prepare his hot gruel, and Prince Genji said to her: "You are skillful and tender, young lady, and I do not think that even Prince Genji, so fortunate in love, had a mistress gentler than you."

"I have never heard the name Prince Genji before," said the Lady, shaking her head.

"What?" cried out Genji bitterly. "Has he been so soon forgotten?"

And all day long he remained in a somber mood. The Lady understood that she had made a mistake for the second time, but Genji did not speak of sending her away and seemed happy to hear the rustle of her silk dress on the grass.

Autumn arrived, changing the mountain trees into spirits arrayed in purple and gold, fated to die with the first cold. The Lady would describe the grayish tans, the golden tans, the mauve tans to Genji, careful to mention them as if by chance, and each time she avoided helping him in too obvious a manner. She charmed Genji continuously by producing ingenious flower garlands, dishes refined because of their simplicity, new lyrics to old moving and poignant tunes. She had displayed these charms before, as the fifth concubine, in her pavilion, where Genji would visit her but where, distracted by other loves, he had failed to notice them.

Toward the close of autumn, fever rose from the marshes. Insects swarmed in the infected air and each intake of breath was like a gulp of water drunk at a poisoned spring. Genji became ill and lay on his bed of dead leaves, with the knowledge that he would never rise again. He felt ashamed, in front of the Lady, of his weakness and of the humiliating care to which his illness forced him,
but this man who had always, throughout his life, searched in every experience for both the singular and the heart-rending could not help savoring what this new and miserable intimacy added to two beings tenderly bound by love.

One morning, while the Lady was massaging his legs, Genji propped himself up on his elbow and, feeling for the Lady's hands, murmured: "Young lady, you who are nursing a man about to die: I have deceived you. I am Prince Genji."

"When I first came to you, I was but an ignorant woman from the provinces," said the Lady, "and I knew not who Prince Genji was. Now I know that he was the most handsome and most desirable among men, but you have no need to be Prince Genji to be loved."

Genji thanked her with a smile. Since his eyes had grown silent, it seemed as if his sight fluttered upon his lips.

"I'm going to die," he said with difficulty. "I cannot complain of a destiny I share with the flowers, the insects, and the stars. In a universe where everything passes as in a dream, we would resent happiness that would last forever. I am not sorry to know that objects, beings, hearts are perishable, because part of their beauty lies in this very misfortune. What pains me is that they are unique. In the old days, the certainty of obtaining a singular revelation from each moment of my life was the brightest of my secret pleasures: now I will die ashamed, like the privileged spectator at a sublime feast that will not take place twice. Dear objects, your only witness is a dying blind man... Other women will blossom, as striking as those I once loved, but their smile shall be different, and the beauty spot that was my passion shall have moved along their amber cheek barely an atom's width. Other hearts will burst beneath the weight of an unbearable love, but their tears shall not be our tears. Hands moist with desire shall continue to join under the cherry trees in bloom, but the same rain of petals does not fall twice on the same human bliss. I feel like a man carried away by a flood, who wishes he might find a single corner of dry land to leave there a few yellowed letters and a few fans, the hues of which have faded... What will you weep when I am no longer there to be moved by you, memory of the Blue Princess, my first wife, whose love I believed in only on the day after her death? And you, unhappy memory of the Lady-of-the-Convolvulus-Pavilion, who died in my arms because a jealous rival wished to be the only one to love me? And you, insidious memories of my far too beautiful mother-in-law and my far too youthful wife who taught me in turn how one suffers as either the accomplice or the victim of an
infidelity? And you, subtle memory of the Lady-Cricket-in-the-Garden, who hid herself out of modesty, so that I was obliged to seek comfort in the arms of her younger brother, whose childish face reflected some of the lines of that timid woman's smile? And you, dear memory of the Lady-of-the-Long-Night, who was so tender to me, and who agreed to be but third in my household and in my heart? And you, poor little pastoral memory of farmer So-Hei's daughter, who loved in me only my past? And you, above all, you, delightful memory of tiny Chūjo, who now, this very instant, kneads my feet, and who will not have enough time to become a memory? Chūjo, whom I wish I had met earlier in my life, but it is also fair that a fruit be kept till late autumn . . .

Distraught with sadness, he let his head fall on the hard pillow. The Lady-from-the-Village-of-Falling-Flowers leaned over him and whispered, trembling all over: "Was there not in your palace another woman, whose name you have not yet mentioned? Was she not tender? Was she not called Lady-from-the-Village-of-Falling-Flowers? Try to remember . . ."

But already Prince Genji had attained the peace which only the dead possess. The end of pain had erased all traces of satiety or bitterness from his face, and seemed to have made him believe that he was still a youth of eighteen. The Lady-from-the-Village-of-Falling-Flowers fell on the ground with an unrestrained cry; her salty tears ravaged her cheeks like a stormy rain, and her hair, torn out in tufts, drifted away like the fluff of silk. The only name that Genji had forgotten was precisely her own.
Lesson Overview: 'Karaoke' is a form of entertainment that has recently become so popular in Japan that regulations have had to be passed to control the noise it creates. The word 'karaoke' comes from 'kara', meaning "empty" plus 'oke', short for "orchestra". In it, tapes are played with backing music but no words, and people sing the words in time to the music, using a microphone.

Objectives: Upon completion of this lesson the student will:

1. Understand that karaoke is a common form of relaxation for adults and teens in Japan.

2. Have been introduced to vocabulary, basic pronunciation and be able to identify the three types of Japanese writing.

3. Understand that Japanese Ballads are a tool for understanding the Japanese culture.

Time: one class time

Materials: Karaoke machine with microphone, Karaoke tapes/music (for words), song lyrics in Romanji/Hiragana.

Procedure:

1. Introduce idea of karaoke by reading aloud "Singing to Karaoke" and "Where to sing My Way Your Way".

2. Have students compare and contrast this type of entertainment to American style. Ask the students: How would you feel doing this? Why so you think this is popular in Japan?

3. Demonstrate and explain how the karaoke book is used, reading vertically in Japanese letters.

4. Demonstrate the karaoke machine.
5. As a group read over the chosen song with syllables.
6. Rehearse song as a group.
WHERE TO SING MY WAY YOUR WAY

You've just found out you'll be going to Japan on business. How to prepare? Besides reading a few books and memorizing some handy Japanese phrases, think seriously about learning to sing a song.

Since nightlife is an important extension of the Japanese manager's workday, be prepared for an invitation to a nightclub by your hosts or local colleagues. Chances are it'll be a fairly cozy place where customers are encouraged to sing a solo at least once during the evening. Performing in front of business contacts or associates fosters relaxation and friendship, the Japanese feel. It's not as difficult as it may seem. Besides hundreds of Japanese songs, virtually every sing-along bar will have the music and English lyrics to such Western standards as "My Heart in San Francisco," "My Way," and "Yesterday.

The nonthreatening way to learn one of these songs is to practice at home. But more fun, and probably more effective, is to pay a couple of visits to a Japanese club in the States before your trip. Most cities with sizable Japanese business communities will have at least one such spot, but they generally keep a low profile. Ask a Japanese friend or someone at your favorite Japanese restaurant.

BRING A FRIEND. Try to arrive after 9 p.m. Practically every face will be Japanese, as will the conversation, so make a friend for companionship. That's especially true if you're female. These bars are essentially for men, though Western women in Japan increasingly get invited. Some clubs discourage Westerners who aren't escorted by Japanese for fear they will disrupt the Oriental ambiance or protest the high tab. But most places will welcome you.

Your first decision is where to sit. Head for the bar if you're leery of straining your expense account. Even so, count on a couple of drinks costing $20 to $45. If you want the company of a hostess or two, tell the manager and ask for a table. The hostesses, for whom you usually pay extra, often speak English, provide fun conversation, and even act as singing coaches. They will not bug you for drinks. Most important, they are not prostitutes.

Next comes the question of drinks. Most typical and economical is to buy a bottle of whiskey from the bar. The bartender will put your name on the label and keep whatever is left for your next visit. Typical price: $60 for a fifth of Chivas Regal. Altogether, your bill will run $60 to $140 per person at a table.

Once you've relaxed and scoped out the place, tell your hostess or waiter that you want to sing. The musical accompaniment comes from a piano or cassette tapes, referred to in Japanese as karaoke, for "empty orchestra." Mike in hand, you read the words from a songbook or off a large video screen. Don't worry—no one expects you to sound like Frank Sinatra. Those who bother to listen will applaud you simply for making the effort.

Some authentically places to try: In New York, Ichiban, 7 W. 46 St., second floor, Boston. Tatsuzichi, 159 State St., upstairs, San Francisco, Shinjuku, 1531A Webster, West Building, second floor, Los Angeles. Utage, 1741 W. Olympic Blvd. Joe Neff
"Karaóke" is a form of entertainment that has recently become popular in Japan that regulations have had to be passed to control the noise it creates. The word 'karaóke' comes from kara', meaning "empty" plus 'oké', short for "orchestra". In it, tapes are played with backing music but no words, and people sing the words in time to the music, using a microphone.

People enjoy this pastime at home or in one of the many 'karaóke' bars that have proliferated in recent years.

The usual 'karaóke' songs are "enka" or popular ballads. They have distinctive Japanese melodies, and the words are often very sentimental.

Japanese businessmen love 'karaóke'. Sometimes, when they have had a bit too much to drink, they even argue over whose turn it is for the microphone.

If you live in Japan, you will sooner or later be taken to a 'karaóke' bar and asked to perform, so it's a wise move to learn a couple of songs ahead of time.

Most 'karaóke' bars have some Western songs among their tapes: "Yesterday" and 'My Way' are big favourites. The Japanese usually sing with the words in front of them, and the songbooks sometimes have the lyrics in English.
人生いろいろ

Verse 1
1. Shinde shinou nara te no wara cari shin wa
2. Kara mo isumo su yurai to karite ogimairo
3. Kami o mitsukuru shitsui iya yoku Koyobi o Kamoari
4. Hibun hatsu no seme te nante suyo to nai wa
5. Ne e okashi de shi wa kai wa
6. Ne e roke de kii wa kai wa
7. Waraido nashi ni namisa ga ippai
8. Namida no naka ni nari saga yihai
9. Jinsai iro iro ookome iro iro
10. Onna date iro iro sake miore runo

Verse 2
1. Ko o totsu zen kuru wa wakare mo so ne
2. Soshite kokoro o midashi Kami ni inoru no yo
3. Donna baijina koi mo karui asobi demo
4. Ichido nakashite wakaru mune no tokimeki yo
5. Ima kaga yaku no yo watashi tachi
6. Ima tobitatsu no yo watashi tachi
7. Warai kanashi ni kibo ga ippai
8. Kibo no naka ni wakasu ga ippai

Chorus (3 times)
Jinsai iro iro otoko mo iro iro
Onna date iro iro sake miore ru no
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